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Americans are still 'caged by injustice'
by Mike Keatts
staff writer
Americans are caged birds because of social and
racial injustice, said a pastor from the Metropolitan
Baptist Church in Washington, D.C. as JMU
celebrated Martin Luther King Jr. Day.
"You can clean up, fix up, and pick up the cage
and you can program urban renewal for bird cages,
but as long as he cannot get out of the cage, he is not
free," said the Rev. H. Beecher Hicks Jr. to a Wilson
Hall audience of about 1,100 Monday night.
"You can even elect the bird mayor, but if he
cannot leave the cage, the bird is not free.
"We must return to higher values and loftier ideals
unless we are to lose permanently the freedom we
and Martin King Jr. have sought," he said.
"As long as my black brothers and sisters and my
red, yellow and brown brothers and sisters are
judged by the color of their skin and not by the
content of their character, we are all in this cage
together," Hicks said.
"The struggle is not mine alone," he said. "But if I
quit now, if I refuse to sing out, I lose all of [my
ancestors'] work, their suffering, and their deaths, so
not only must I sing, but like Hammer, I must be 'too
legit to quit,'"
Hicks said if he were a caged bird he'd sing,
because you can cage his body but not his spirit. "I
found, as did Martin King, that my spirit can rise and
you cannot keep my spirit down."
Americans also are trapped by political
oppression, academic tension, economic injustice.
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The Rev. H. Beecher Hicks, Jr. said Monday night that Americans were still 'caged
birds' because of social and racial injustice. Hicks spoke at an evening ceremony to
celebrate Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Day.
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A general obligation bond issue that would
provide nearly $21 million for building projects at
JMU was introduced to the General Assembly
Tuesday.
The bond issue, a plan of debt financing, includes
$7.9 million for a physical plant building, a $7.7
million campus electrical upgrade, $4.2 million for
an additional floor to Carrier Library, and $1.1
million for renovations to Harrison Hall and
Harrison Annex.
The bond issue, which Governor L. Douglas
Wilder supports, calls for $401.1 million for higher
education, $90.1 million for state parks and $43.3
million for state mental health facilities.

Fred Hilton, JMU's director of communications
for the president's office, said the General Assembly
will probably wait until the closing days of the
session to vote on the bond issue.
If approved by the General Assembly, Virginians
would have to approve the bond issue through a
referendum vote in November.
In 1978 a $125 million bond issue was approved
for higher education, correctional facilities, mental
health and state parks.
A $81 million bond issue was approved in 1961
for mental health facilities and higher education.
Gordon Davies, director of the State Council of
Higher Education for Virginia, said in October that
bond issues are considered "almost religious
occurrences" because of the few times they've been
passed.
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JMU speaks out to celebrate King's vision
Poetry, praise and peace on behalf of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. marked the noon speakout Monday
in Grafton-Stovall Theater, as students and faculty
members alike took time out to share the vision of
the monumental leader.
The urgency of King's dream of equality was
addressed by several people, including JMU
President Ronald Carrier.
"The dream is not just a point of history," Carrier
said. "It is a living legend." Carrier encouraged
audience members to insist that the dream never
fade.
"Let's make sure that the dream continues. It is
truly worth dreaming, living, and accomplishing.''
Sophomore Brian Zarahn said, "Today's
celebration is a look towards the future." He said the
struggle to secure future equality belongs to
everyone. "It's our responsibility to fight for
freedom."
Honors Program Director Joanne Gabbin said
leadership like King's is a constant need. "What we
really need today are leaders and people who will
stand up for something right," she said.
For some audience members, the right thing to do
was to recommit to King's cause. Junior Erika
Kinney said, "We must rededicate ourselves to Dr.
King's dream. We still have so far to go."

— Shauna Miller

MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE

Marchers flowed into Grafton-Stovall Theatre for Monday's speakout. "The dream is not
just a point of history," said JMU President Ronald Carrier. "It is a living legend."

Ceremony
CONTINUED from page 1
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Sophomore Shawn Brown, graduate student Usa Winn, and JMU President Ronald
Carrier march across campus during JMU's Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Day celebration.
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legal opposition, lethal disruption, and the threat of a
disease for which there is no known cure. Hicks said.
"We stand on the curb of a new millennium and
there is no national policy in place to combat crime,
drugs, drop-out rates, AIDS, or unemployment.
"Berlin's wall has come crumbling down, but the
barriers of freedom are still on [American] shores,"
he said.
And Hicks criticized President George Bush,
saying he was elected as the "education president,"
but that SO million adults still can't read.
"In the home of the brave, 34 million Americans
were in poverty before our president declared we
really were in a recession," he said.
The president has even placed Magic Johnson on
the AIDS commission, but "Magic Johnson doesn't
need a commission, he needs a cure and the nation
needs a national health plan," Hicks said.
Hicks' speech was preceded by songs from
freshman Chipper Cook and followed by a
presentation from JMU's Contemporary Gospel
Singers.
A litany of commemoration and a candle-lighting
ceremony were also part of the program.
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Students say Bassette is innocent

Amnesty holds vigil to protest execution
by MJ Carscallen
staffwriter
In the American system, one of the
greatest tragedies is the death penalty.
See the . . . system norm. It's not
too reformed. That's why you see so
many executions we perform.
It's hard to stomach the murders of
people sanctioned by the state.
Only to find time after time their
innocence is proven too late."
Senior Chris Nelson and freshman
Matt Hain rapped these lines during
Amnesty International's candlelight
vigil Tuesday night on the commons.
Students encouraged passers-by to
sign a petition requesting Virginia
Gov. L. Douglas Wilder to grant
Herbert R. Bassette clemency by
changing his sentence from the death
penalty to life imprisonment.

Bassette was convicted of the 1979
abduction, robbery and executionstyle murder of 16-year-old service
station attendant Albert Burwell Jr.
Betty Winfield, Sam Cook and
Jeannette Green admitted to their
participation in the crime, and each
was charged with capital murder.
Their testimony was the only evidence
the Commonwealth could use against
Bassette.
Junior Amy O-Daniell said the
demonstration was a good opportunity
to prevent an innocent person from
being killed through the death penalty.
"We should at least try to get his
sentence commuted to life
imprisonment," she said. "Usually
they don't accept conference
testimony because they aren't reliable,
BASSETTE page 10
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David Houck hands out information to Kate Garner.

Life Science Museum now open in Burruss
by MJ CarscaUen
staffwriter
Exhibits of everything from exotic
butterflies to stuffed deer can now be
seen on campus — JMU's Life
Science Museum has moved back into
the recently renovated Burruss Hall.
"This is an educational museum
rather than a storage room," Dr. J.K.

Grimm, professor of biology, said.
"We rotate the exhibits, so they are
always dynamic."
The museum began in March 1984
in the basement of Burruss Hall when
W. H. Plumb of Waynesboro donated
his butterfly and moth collection. The
museum was moved to Smith Hall
on the corner of South Main Street
and Cantrcll Avenue during the

renovation of Burruss Hall, Grimm
said.
The exhibits include seashells from
around the world, birds, live reptiles,
antique medical instruments, pine
cones and bird eggs, Grimm said.
The museum has a small operating
budget and depends largely on
donations, he said. The specimens are
usually donated by friends and JMU
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Butterflies are on cfispJay at the Life Science Museum in Burruss Hall.

students, or purchased by the museum.
Grimm also is licensed to pick up
roadkill and repair it to be displayed in
the museum.
The museum has attracted a variety
of students, including art majors who
have sketched exhibits and
communication students who have
made videos for class, Grimm said.
"People ask a lot of questions,"
junior Kathy Knowles, office
manager, said. "They seem really
interested."
About 3,000 public school students
also visit the museum each year along
with local Brownies, Girl Scout and
Boy Scout Troops, Grimm said.
In the museum's effort to deal with
environmental issues, the staff gives
programs to area organizations like
Trouts Unlimited, the Issac Walton
League and the Rockingham Bird
Club, Grimm said.
Grimm and his staff of 11 students
have several goals this semester,
including increasing student
involvement, fully repairing the
exhibits that were damaged during the
relocation to Burruss, having the
museum assessed and obtaining a
grant, organizing an internship
program with the Smithsonian
Institute and obtaining a live insect
display.
Admission to the museum is free.
For museum hours, call 568-6378.
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SGA to allocate contingency funds
to qualifying student organizations
by Donna Ragsdale
SGA reporter
The Student Government Association has over
$10,000 left in its contingency account to allocate to
student organizations who qualify.
There was some question over whether stricter
rules for obtaining money had been an obstacle this
year. But Commuter Senator Lee A very said that the
rules were implemented to allow more organizations
to benefit from the account, instead of just a few.
"Being involved in the SGA in whatever way for
four years, I haven't known the finance committee to
set up rules to restrict money, to have money at the
end — it was to be as fair to all groups as possible,"
Avery said.
Money is given to groups based on how much
money they have received in the past, how much
revenue they have, the benefits for the campus and
the amount of fund-raising done by the organization.
According to A.J. Fischer, SGA finance
committee chair, all the money in last year's account
was spent, and if finance bills are submitted before
Feb. 10 and meet approval, all the money may be
distributed this year. Another reason for the excess in
funds is that only 30 bills were proposed to the SGA
last semester and not all of them pertained to finance.
Also at the meeting, SGA Legislative Vice
President John Page Is announced that 1,850 students
signed a letter to the General Assembly asking them
to spare higher education more cuts. Pagels said any
students interested in lobbying the General Assembly

further should contact him.
Food Services Committee Chair Alan Grimsley
announced that JMU Food Services will not
implement the guest punches they had approved last
semester.
He also announced that in the First two weeks of
school, the use of R-mugs has only been between six
and seven percent. Food Services had agreed to use
glasses instead of paper cups if 60 percent of
students would use R-mugs in the dining hall.
Also at the meeting:
• The Faculty/Student forum is scheduled for next
Thursday afternoon. SGA President Pat Southall said
that 20 student places are still open, and she urged all
students to apply.
• The finance committee proposed that $735 of the
$855 requested by the minority group BOND be
allocated from the SGA contingency account for
BOND'S conference expenses. The BOND bill and
a bill allocating SI ,286 of the $2564.55 requested by
Student Ambassadors were approved by the full
senate.
• About 80 percent of SGA senators are pleased
with the work of the executive council and
understood the goals of the SGA, according to an
internal survey of the SGA. Strengths found included
free voice in the senate, a good relationship with the
executive council and a positive overall perception
of the organization, while weaknesses included
rumors and secrecy.
SGA page 10

Warner, Castello
temporarily take
new positions
Due to the current budget situation and
changes in the office of administration and
finance, two officials at JMU have temporarily
assumed new responsibilities.
Dr. Linwood Rose, senior vice president, will
concentrate on JMU's budget battles and turn
over some of his responsibilities to Dr. Mark
Warner, executive assistant to the president.
Warner will now be in charge of physical
plant and personnel operations. Physical plant
operations include engineering, ground and
maintenance, while personnel includes
employment, training and benefits.
Warner's duties in the president's office will
be assumed by Dr. Barbara Castello, former
executive assistant to the president. Castello
also will maintain her responsibilities as vice
president for sponsored research and external
programs. Both Warner and Castello will retain
their current titles.
"When Dr. Rose took on added
responsibilities, we weren't able to give
administration and finance the attention it
deserved. In his new role, he will be able to
focus on the budget situation," Warner said.
The changes are called "temporary", but
Warner said, "I view temporary like I view the
trailers in the Biology Village ten years ago."
— Kerri Shea
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TESTING . .
TESTING
Upcoming test dates:
GRE - February 2
NCLEX-RN - February 5-6
LSAT - February 8
NTE - March 7
GMAT - March 21
The Bookstore has a large selection of test prep
manuals for these and other upcoming tests...
Special sale- Thursday and Friday, January 23-24, 20% off
Test prep for GMAT, GRE and LSAT also
available in software (IBM and Macintosh)

$49.95-59.95
!
'S8' FLEX

Store hours: Mon.-Wed. 8-7, Tues., Thurs., Frl 8-5, Sat. 10-4
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Free Food on Super Sunday!
Starting at 5:00pm
•FREE Hot Dogs
• FREE Buffalo Wings
• 2 Large Screen TVs
• Halftone Special
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Catch This Pass:
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Superbowl Snacks
Hill 1:30 am
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Nothing Else Comes Close!

NOQNEOFTERSYOUMORE
Hunters Ridge offers 2 bedroom apartments with KING SIZE
BEDS, 4 bedroom apartments, and the Ultimate in Student
Housing 4 bedroom townhouses.
• Sand WeybaUand BasketballCourU
• Washer I Dryer in each unit
• Private Decks orPatios
'Custom Blinds at all Windows
• Furnished and Unfurnished Units
• Hunters Ridge Scholarship Program

• Harrisonburg Bus Service to and from campus
• Easy walking distance to campus
• OnSite Property Management
• Cleaning Service
• Completely Equipped Kitchen including:
Microwave, Dishwasher, Refrigerator with
lot Maker, and Range

THEBESTDEALGOING. GETONENOW!
AskAhMOw$500LtxiseIncenfa
Now SIGNING LEASES FOR
1992-1993 SCHOOL YEAR

Hunters Ridge Management
(703) 434-5150

715 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

STUDIES ABROAD OFFICE MOVES;
DEADLINE EXTENDED!
Due to our recent move to Paul Street House,
we have extended the application deadline to
February 12. Come by our new location for an
application if you want to study with JMU in
London, Florence, Salamanca or Paris next fall
or spring!
for details

x@0O©

m&Mark your calendar!

STUDIES ABROAD NICtiT
Wednesday, January 29, 6 p.m. in Miller 101
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PoIiceIot'Cr'J^ ^
by Dave Fields
police reporter
Campus police reported the following:

Pedestrian Struck by Vehicle
• A student pedestrian was struck by a passing
vehicle while attempting to cross the road at West
Duke Drive and Bkiestone Drive at 355 p.m. Jan.
17. The pedestrian was transported to
Rockingham Memorial Hospital for treatment of
knee and leg injuries reportedly sustained during
the incident.
DIP/Lrttering /Resisting Arrest
• A juvenile student was charged with drunk in
public, littering, and resisting arrest on Duke Drive
East near Weaver Hall and White Hall at 1:38
a.m. Jan. 18 after a reportedly prolonged
confrontation with police.
The student allegedly threw a glass jar
containing what police believe to have been an
alcoholic beverage into a grove of pine trees as
an officer passed the area in his patrol car. When
the officer stopped the student and asked him to
identify himself, he reportedly became unruly.
Another officer arrived at the scene to assist in
arresting the student, who reportedly resisted
arrest and spat on the officers as they put him in a
patrol car and during transport to the city jail. He
allegedly fought with officers at the jaH, and had to
be subdued with Capstun, a natural derivative of

T^
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cayenne pepper with an effect similar to that of
mace.
It was then discovered that the student was a
juvenile, and he was subsequently released into
the custody of his roommate following an
observation by the city magistrate.
Alcohol Poisoning
• Police found a student vomiting violently,
reportedly from alcohol poisoning, in Eagle Hall at
125 a.m. Jan. 19. The student reportedly refused
help but was closely monitored by a roommate.
• An underage student reportedly suffered
alcohol poisoning in Weaver Hall at 2:02 a.m. Jan.
19.
The subject was transported to Rockingham
Memorial Hospital by the Harrisonburg Rescue
Squad for treatment.

Alcohol Related Injury
• A student was transported to Rockingham
Memorial Hospital by the Harrisonburg Rescue
Squad for treatment of a severely lacerated chin
reportedly sustained in an alcohol-related fall
down a flight of stairs outside the Kappa Sigma
fraternity house at 4:13 a.m. Jan. 19.

Assautt and Battery
• A student came to Police and Public Safety
headquarters at 2 a.m. Jan. 19 claiming another
student struck him in the face and knocked him to

RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW!

'~- '~:~ "~~ ^ *r
the floor at an apartment in the Commons
apartment complex earlier in the evening.
The student and the student's father were
advised of their legal rights by police, and were
asked to report the matter to Harrisonburg City
Police. They were also informed how to file
charges with the city magistrate.

Grand Larceny
• A tri-fold style wallet containing $42 in cash,
credit cards and a number of assorted personal
cards reportedly was stolen from an unlocked
room in Garber Hall between 1 and 5 p.m. Jan.
18.
The wallet is valued at $10.

Destruction off Public Property/Petty
Larceny
• A glass door to the games room in Warren
Campus Center reportedly was shattered
between 11 p.m. Jan. 20 and 5:50 a.m. Jan. 21. A
large white sign reading "COMMUTER" in large
black letters reportedly was stolen as well.
Destruction off Public Property
• A door and door lock were damaged in Eagle
HaH between 5 p.m. Jan. 17 and 2 a.m. Jan. 18.

• Messages were discovered written on 16 doors
with a magic marker in Hoffman Hall between
POLICELOG/x^/0

STOP BY AND SEE WHAT OUR
COPY CENTER HAS TO OFFER

AMERICANO-VOYAGERDESERT INN-THE REEF'
•RAMADA INN- 5 of 7 nights -

Duplicate/
"uf-tuje/
SHERATON HOTEL & C0NDOS •
GULF VIEW CONDOS • HOLIDAY INN
• LANDFALL TOWER CONDOS,-

W^> ""'~" -*&
SKI STEAMBOAT r.mnRAnni
• OVERLOOK HOTEL •
• SHADOW RUN CONDOS

TOURWAY INN ■
•THE REEF•
- 7 nights -

LAUDERDALE BEACH HOTEL ■
1 ni^hK

FEATURING:
LOW PRICES!!!
ON CAMPUS CONVENIENCE!
FAST SERVICE!
TRANSPARANCIES!
RESUMES!
BINDING CAPABILITIES!
FLUORESCENT PAPER!

REDUCTIONS!
ENLARGEMENTS!
FLIERS!
NEWSLETTERS! <
POSTERS!
CONVENIENT HOURS!

WE ACCEPT FLEX ACCOUNTS.

HILTON HEAD ISLANO
RESORT CONDOS'
F> or 7 night;, -

PORT ROYAL OCEAN
ESORT CONDOS
- 5 or 7 nigh'', -

DON'T DELAY
CINTRAL SPSING BKiAK %! INfOQMA TK3N AND BHIBVA JIOM

1-800-321-5911
/AM WM M ft IU» 1»M I.. *AM 1»" lM HMV lUrd«d I—.
Bettoeuont m», be mede by credit card
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Located near Greek Row
Serving all
Phone: 568-3908
students, faculty
Hours: 7 am - 8 pm
and staff of JMU
Mon - Thu
community
7 am - 7 pm Frf
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TWO STORES LOCATED AT:
» Dukes Plaza
2255 South Main St
Harrisonburg, VA
Open 24 Hours

• Clovexieaf Shopping Center
85 Carbon St.
Harrisonburg, \A
Open 8 am -10 pm
Sunday 8 am - 9 pm

Visa and Master Card Gladly Accepted

re Big Savings at
Superfresh this weak!

ORIGINAL OR WHOLE WHEAT
RITZ CRACKERS 12-0Z.
VAMLLA/CHOC/CINN. BEARWICH
SANDWICH. COOKIES 11-OZ.
CHEESE NIPS 14.5 OZ.
ZINGS 8 OZ. • NILLA WAFERS 12-OZ
MINI CHIPS AHOY 10.5 OZ
CHEDDAR WEDGES 10.5 OZ.
MR. PHIPPS PRETZEL CRACKERS 8.5 OZ|
PLAIN/HONEY/CINN. GRAHAMS 16-OZ.

Nabisco Sale

$1.99

Money
Orders

69*

each

each

We Sell U.S.
I WESTERIII Jhe Fastest Way
Postage Stamps I UMiOiM to...Send Money

Quality
Prints
Film Developing

20*
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Conference to discuss racial and ethnic
relations in higher education:

Juvenile Court Tidbits

Building Multicultural Colleges and Universities:
Sustaining the Momentum for Institutional Change is
the topic for the 5th Annual National Conference on
Racial & Ethnic Relations in American Higher
Education. The Southwest Center for Human
Relations Studies of the University of Oklahoma
sponsors the conference.
Racial and ethnic relation issues affecting college
campuses will be discussed, and keynote speakers,
workshop sessions, performances and special events
will highlight the conference.
The conference will be held in San Francisco, CA,
June S through 9 and will cost $295. For more
information contact The Southwest Center for
Human Relations Studies Continuing Education and
Public Service, The University of Oklahoma, 1700
Asp Avenue, Norman, OK 73037-0001, (405) 3252248.

In more than 2,500 juvenile courts across the nation,
the number of reported cases has climbed 226
percent in the past decade with 2.4 million in 1989
alone. Most of the cases deal solely with youthful
offenders. Others face abuse and neglect — half of
the 340,000 children who enter the courts are under
the age of six.
Drugs, disintegrating families, and household
violence, including physical and sexual abuse are
among America's toughest problems. According to
Time magazine, the judicial system designed to tackle
these problems has crumbled due to lack of money
and insufficient supervising personnel.

Source: Time magazine, January 27, 1992

hi 1991 in Baltimore, Maryland:
• About 14,000 new cases were filed, 20 percent more than in 1986
• Deinquency cases increased 15 percent
• Abuse and neglect cases soared 40 percent
• 75 percent of child deaths involve alcohol or drug abuse
on the part of the parents
ELLEN STERN/THE BREEZE

Israeli Army beefs up West Bank
force:

Ski challenge to benefit the United Way:
Massanutten Resort will host the Molson Ski
Challenge to benefit the United Way of Harrisonburg
and Rockingham County on Feb. 8 at 2:30.
Skiers of all levels are encouraged to enter the
race. The Challenge is a timed event, which requires
the skiers to ski downhill, maneuver around
obstacles, and make a dash for the finish line in only
ski boots. The top three finishers in both men's and
women's categories will be awarded with prizes of
skis, goggles, or gloves, and just for registering,
participants will receive a choice of gifts.
Racers may register 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. on Feb. 7 and
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Feb. 8, the day of the race.
The registration fee is $5 and will be donated to the
United Way of Harrisonburg and Rockingham
County.

WIMRA-FM to air presidential series:
"Presidential Choices," a monthly series focusing
on issues voters would like to see presidential
candidates respond to, will begin on Jan. 19 on
WMRA-FM (90.7) at 1 p.m. These half-hour
programs will include discussions and call-in
segments. These programs will trace the path of the
candidates at the major caucuses, primaries and
conventions on the campaign trail.
#
The first program, "Democracy and Voter
Discontent: What's a Candidate to Do?" will be
broadcast from St. Paul, Minn, and pan two, titled
"After the Cold War: The Democrats' New World
Order," will be heard Feb. 9 from Des Moines, Iowa.
The series will conclude on Aug. 16 at the
Republican National Convention in Houston, Texas.

have Guard officials drawing up contingency
plans and wondering what the impact will be on
JERUSALEM (AP) — The army said Tuesday
the strength of its forces.
it is increasing its forces in the occupied West
"The National Guard shouldn't have to worry
Bank by 20 percent, deploying more soldiers and
about being able to help people when there are
special units to try to halt a wave of ambushes on
floods or ice storms," said Capt. Joe Drury, a
Jewish settlers.
spokesman for the Indiana National Guard. "We
The move follows demands by settlers for more
think that if there are large-scale cuts we will
protection and tougher treatment of Arab
have a problem carrying out our mission."
militants. It also comes amid a political crisis in
Nationwide, 15,000 soldiers will be cut from
which Prime Minister Yitzhak
National Guard units by Sept.
Shamir's coalition has lost its AROUND THE GLOBE fc 15 in accordance with the 1992
parliamentary majority because
military budget, said Maj.
of defections by far-right
Joseph Padilla, a spokesman
leaders, the settlers' main
for the National Guard Bureau
backers.
in Washington, D.C.
Late Tuesday, the opposition
Labor Party submitted a noconfidence motion to the
Japan's trade surplus
Parliament in a bid to topple
rises 50 percent in
Shamir's government. A vote is
1991:
not expected until next week.
TOKYO (AP) — Japan
Labor, organizing for general
announced today that its 1991
elections this spring, has been
trade surplus with other
hoping to capitalize on Likud's frictions with
countries grew by 50 percent. It said Japan's
Washington and other problems. Bui a public spat
surplus with the United Stales had grown 1.3
between Labor leaders has threatened to hurt the
percent from 1990 — the first increase in four
party's chances.
years.
The Finance Ministry, which released the
figures, said the overall $78.23 billion trade
National Guard prepares for troop
surplus was the third largest ever.
cutbacks:
The surplus was a major target of President
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — A year after nearly
Bush's visit to Japan earlier this month. He urged
1,000 Indiana National Guardsmen helped the
Japan to open its markets wider to U.S. products,
allies defeat the Iraqi army, the Guard is bracing
saying the increased sales would mean more jobs
for cuts that could reduce its ranks by up to 30
for Americans.
percent, military officials say.
In 1991, the Finance Ministry said, Japanese
The cutbacks, which could lead to the closing
sales to the United States exceeded U.S. sales in
of some of the state's National Guard armories.
Japan by $38.45 billion.
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Bassette.
CONTINUED from pageS

but in this case they based their
decision solely on that"
Some protesters also believe
Bassetle did not have a fair trial.
"I don't think that there is anything
that points beyond a reasonable

doubt," sophomore Dave Cour said,
"which is what it takes in this country
to be convicted of something."
Although Amnesty collected about
800 signatures Tuesday night, not
everyone agreed with the act of the
demonstration.
"You're not going to get support

from the student with a bunch of
candles and bleeding hearts," junior
Joe Heslin said. "You have to be
factual and present yourself in a
mature, adult way. This is a really
good cause, but they are going about it
in a way that people aren't going to
give a shit."

Junior Cathy Yi, Amnesty
International Co-coordinator, said,
"The more informed people become
of the death penalty the more opposed
they become to it because they realize
that it is racially biased and is not an
infallible system."

Virginia Beach, reportedly was served

Harris reportedly was arrested and
later released upon payment of a $76
fine.

Policelog
CONTINUED from page 7

12:01 and 8 a.m. Jan. 20.

Unauthorized Keg
• The tap to a nearly empty keg
reportedly was confiscated by police at
a registered party in a room in
Chandler Hall at 12:09 a.m. Jan. 19

SGA
CONTINUED from page 5

• A bill researched concerning free
AIDS testing at the Health Center was
found to be unfeasible due to cost and
limited facilities. But Student Services
Committee Chair Nelly Nguyen
announced that Rockingham's Health
Center provides free AIDS testing and
the number to call for information is
432-6404.
• The next SGA meeting is scheduled
for Tuesday, Jan. 28, at S p.m. in the
Highlands Room of the Warren
Campus Center.

following a complaint from the hall
staff.
The hall staff reportedly will file
judicial charges.

with a warrant by campus police for
Harrisonburg City Police at Police and
Public Safety headquarters at 2:15

Capias Arrest
• Student William L. Harris, 20, of

p.m. Jan. 17. Harris had failed to pay
court fines.

BREEZE NEWS STAFF
MEETING
MONDAYS, 5:30 PM
Now IN ROOM 6A,
ANTHONY-SEEGER HALL

Snjoy ftveahtasl at
Mrs. greens

Don't Miss
Our Exit!

S< 'I Ih
III!.!.

"Gonfinenial Style"
AUTHENTIC FRESH BAGELS • DANISHES
CEREAL • GOURMET COFFEES
FRESH FRUIT

•
•
•
•
•
•

Number of drunk in public charges
since Dec. 4: 26

FRIENDLY RELAXED ATMOSPHERE
HOURS: 7:30 AM TO 10:00 AM
PRICES ARE A-LA-CARTE
ALL ID CREDIT ACCEPTED
ID CREDIT PUNCH VALUED AT $2.00
TOWARD PURCHASE
CASH CUSTOMERS WELCOME

6,9 & 12 Month Leases Available*
•
•
•
•
•

1,2 & 3 Bedrooms
Townhouses or Gardens
Pool & Tennis Court
Wall-to-Wall Carpet
Small Pets Welcome*

• Full Size Washer & Dryer
• Fully Equipped Kitchen
• City Bus Service to JMU
• Microwave Special*
• 24-Hour Maintenance
On -Site Management

K*
KlO*/-

ItUVHb

i£* MI rmuwr

Sams
f

HILL

APAI?TM6WT6_

Located, in Chandler Hall
Gome Join Hal
\
""-^z

' Some restrictions apply
Clubhouse, Devon Lane • Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Directions: Across the highway from JMU Campus. 1-81 Exit 24£» East on Port
Republic Road to top of hill, right on Devon Lane to Rental Office. Open daily.

434-2220
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Summer spent in spiritual service

Students spread faith through missions
by Jennifer Fischer
staff writer
Eight JMU students are taking a
trip to Richmond for interviews to
determine if this summer will be the
most challenging time of their lives
this weekend.
A committee will evaluate students
from JMU's Baptist Student Union
and determine if they will serve as
missionaries in areas as close as

Washington, D.C. and as far away as
Hawaii.
According to Rev. Archie Turner,
Baptist student minister, 60 students
from universities across the state will
interview in Richmond for missionary
positions and then wait anxiously for
next week to receive message of the
committee's decisions.
Sophomore Jennifer Hueston has an
interview this weekend that she's been
preparing for for several months.

PHOTO COURTESY OF RICH NELSON

Missionary Rich Nelson deft) and peers from Virginia colleges.

"I've gone through fake interviews
with Archie and been preparing a song
and a skit for the creative arts group
I'm auditioning for," she said.
"Prayer has also been a serious part
of the process," she said. "I've been
trying to find out if this is really what
I'm meant to do and in what regard I
am to use my talents. All I can dc aow
is have faith."
Junior Shannon Reid, the summer
missions coordinator and a 1990
summer missionary, said she uses
former missionaries' experiences to
promote mission activities and to
recruit students to do summer
missions from the JMU community.
The Virginia Baptist Board in
Richmond helps coordinate the
program, but Reid and the BSU must
raise money for the program through
local donations and service projects.
JMU's BSU hopes to raise $4,000
this year for summer missions.
The money that funds missionaries
from JMU is totally collected from
their fellow students. Turner said. The
group has already raised about half of
the money through car washes, care
packages and walk-a-thons along the

Appalachian Trail.
Turner said that he thinks that the
missionary programs give students an
opportunity to have an encounter with
the harsh reality of poverty, and
through that, to see their own
limitations and strengths.
"At the same time, I don't think the
people the students help could
function without them," he said.
"We do whatever is needed, from
painting to handing out peanut butter
and jelly sandwiches to the hungry,"
Reid said. "The communities'
donations allow us to help them again
or to help others."
Anyone with a 2.0 GPA can
participate in the summer missions
program, but students wishing to be
placed out of state must be Southern
Baptists.
Students apply by completing an
application form and are then given an
interview with the local screening
committee and Turner.
Applicants must get six references,
which are submitted to the directors of
the Virginia Baptist General Board.
MISSIONS page 13

Christian writer attacks politics, homosexuals, media
by Jessica Jenkins
stoffwriter
Politics and homosexuality are evil, narrowmindedness is good and the media are the enemy,
according to a conservative Christian writer.
John Lofton, a former Washington Times
columnist, spoke in ML Crawford Monday night at
Evers Family Restaurant.
Sponsored by the Rockingham-Harrisonburg
Christian Coalition, Lofton offered a scathing
commentary on today's society during his speech
about religion in government
He admitted to being narrow-minded.
"Narrow is the way to salvation," he said. "Broad
is a six-lane highway to hell with the pedal to the
metal.''
Joe Long, an Evers' employee, said, "He was hard
to appreciate because he hit you in the face with his
ideas."
Lofton criticized several aspects of today's
society, from homosexuality to astrology.
Lofton called homosexuals "the most perverted,
depraved individuals imaginable," stating that "all
homosexuals should be married, just not to each
other."
He also criticized politicians who don't preach to
the people, and said it was "Satanic advice" not to
preach God's word in the public realm.
"The pitfall is not in dragging the Bible into the

political arena," he said, "it is in failing to do so."
He cited Nancy Reagan's admitted interest in
astrology as one such pitfall.
"President and Mrs. Reagan are deeply into the
occult, obviously," he said.
Lofton also criticized his previous forum — the
media. He said media coverage of Christianity was
negative because the media are the enemy.
"Our enemy does not treat us well because they
are our enemy," he said. "They hate our guts and
they wish we were dead."
The family was another of Lofton's targets. The
family has become a new idol, and morality has
taken the place of religion, he said. He argued that
there is no morality without God, and the family,
without the Bible, is an abstraction.
"Obviously I'm pro-family, but not when it
becomes the focus," he said. "The Manson family
and the Addams family are all pro-family."
Politics is evil as well, according to Lofton.
"The ancient Greeks and Romans believed that
peace, freedom and security could be achieved
through politics... Politics is the devil's workshop."
Lofton also offered more mainstream comments
on religion in government. He suggested that people
get involved in government, but carefully.
"Don't let politics become your religion," he
cautioned.
Concerned that no member of Congress has ever
stood up to point out what is really wrong with this

John Lofton

CRAIG NEWMAN/THE BREEZE

country, Lofton said he thinks Americans should
elect a Christian to the House or the Senate.
"Let him say 'I'm preaching the Gospel for two to
six years,'" he said.
Lofton called modem conservatism profane.
"It's Godless," he said. "It's a loser because it is
sin. It's an affront to God."
He also offered advice to the audience.
"I beseech you to forget this talk about using
reason, logic and natural law," he said. "We must not
believe there is a common-sense morality."
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BACCHUS

proudly presents its new designated
driver program beginning January 23 in
the following bars and restaurants:
Tullys
^^^ O m.
3*

^M

Claybornc's

Open 24
Hours
kmko's

THE ULTIMATE or OFF-CAMPUS

LIVING FOB JMV STUDENTS
Olde Mill Village offers an excellent location (on South
Avenue behind 7-11)...within easy walking distance of
JMU...as well as the most spacious 4-bedroom units
available (almost 1300 square feet). Because of Its many
excellent features, Olde Mill Village has become the
most popular student community In Harrisonburg. Don't
get left out..reserve your unit (or room) todayl
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Greek Pitchers!*'
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♦Special order glassware available

433-0900

InTheMaU

COLDUieU.
BANKGRU

HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE
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Professionally Managed By:
Horsley and Constable
Property Management Division
434-1173 or 432-9502
OLDE MILL VILLAGE OFFERS
THE FOLLO WING EXRAS FOR
YOUR COMFORT & SECURITY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pedal on the level-no hills or interstates to cross
Basketball court
On-site management
Pre-wired for television, telephone, & computer
Deadbolts & door viewers on all apartments
Lighted parking lot & walkways
On city bus line to campus & Valley Mall
No sliding glass doors
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Missions
CONTINUED from page II

Students are then interviewed by the board.
Reid said most people get a position. There are
about 45 positions available to BSUs at schools
including Virginia Tech, University of Virginia and
Radford.
Students tell the board their choices and the board
"looks for students' gifts and weaknesses and places
them where the board thinks they would be happy
and where God would want them," Reid said.
Last year there were five students representing
JMU's BSU, and this year the BSU hopes to have
eight to 10 students participate.
The length of the missions vary according to
assignment, but it is usually about 10 weeks.
"The summer I spent on the summer missions
program is probably the most rewarding experience I
have ever had,'' Reid said. "I grew so much mentally
and spiritually."
The program is a unique opportunity to travel and
participate in missions across the country and to
make missions a vital experience for college
students.
Reid said the students are placed in needed areas
to acquaint others with Jesus Christ and to provide
people with love, support and friendship.
Reid worked at the Missionary Learning Center in
Rockville, Va, where foreign missionaries and thenfamilies live for seven weeks to train before going
overseas.
Reid taught preschool children about foreign
customs and culture and tried to make the children
comfortable with the family's move.
"It made me feel so good when I realized I was
getting through to the children," Reid said. "When I

Finch worked as a child counselor at six churches
in Hawaii. She taught a vacation Bible school, led a
youth group, and entertained and minded the
children, who were mostly from broken homes.
"I am so thankful I had the opportunity to go
because I learned a lot from the people there," she
said. "When we had to leave, a little girl with a
broken dialect came up to me and said, 'You no go.
Without you we be nothing but junk.' It really
touched me."
Junior Randy Dunn, JMU's BSU president,
worked at Camp Alkulana, located in Virginia's Blue
Ridge Mountains. He was a counselor for children,
ages nine through 15, from Richmond's inner city.
"A lot of the kids came from the worst projects in
Richmond," Dunn said. "We tried to teach the kids
to trust God and that there are other answers besides
drugs, alcohol and sex.
"A lot of the kids had never been shown any love
or attention and we tried to give them both. We took
them canoeing, fishing and tubing, and had
productive Bible study and worship sessions with
them."
Dunn said most of the kids responded well, but
others were harder to reach.
"One child, named Marijuana, tried to slit a
counselor's throat and had to be dismissed," he said.
Dunn said it was often frustrating to be unable to
see if they were getting through to the children, but
"usually in the end we were successful."
"I think the summer missions program is
represented best by the BSU symbol," Reid said.
"The symbol has outward arrows reaching out to the
community about Christ, and inward arrows which
signify people feeding themselves spiritually on
Christ — that's what it's all about"

would ask them why their families were going
abroad the children said, 'because Jesus loves them,
they love Jesus, and everyone else should love Jesus
too.'"

"The summer I spent on
the summer missions
program is probably the
most rewarding experience
I have ever had. I grew so
much mentally and
spiritually."
Shannon Reid
summer missionary
She said most student missionaries lived with
other families.
"Although the missionaries somewhat sacrifice
their summer they don't get paid except for a $600
allowance and they are separated from their family
and friends," Reid said. "I never met a student who
regretted going on summer missions.
"The rewards you get from helping ^»hers
outweighs the sacrifice."
Senior Linda Finch said she never imagined she
would have the opportunity to help people in a place
as beautiful as Hawaii.
"It was great — I went to Hawaii for free," she
said. "I got to take the children to places like the
beach to play, and was able to see a lot of sights at
the same time."

Financial Aid
'a working mind's cafe"

• presents

LIVE MUSIC THIS WEEKEND
FRIDAY

I

Captain Yarrg- and gpM
the Barnacles^^

Come discover Big Mountain Skiing Within Reach from
atop Snowshoe's 4,848 foot summit. Ski 1500' vertical and
33 trails with 100% snowmaking served by 7 triple chairs.
Convenient ski-in ski-out lodging.
With merits like these, it's "snow wonder" that Snowshoe
has been ranked the #2 weekend destination by Ski
Magazine (October 1991) and the #1 resort in the Southeast
by Snow Country (September 1991) for the second year in a
row.

$

• •••••• Saturday •••••••

Vine* Drumheller

9PM

• •••••• Sunday•••••••

OPEN STAGE
EVERY SUNDAY AT 9PM

Save 89°

on a Midweek lift ticket with your valid Student I.D.
(non-holiday periods)
Call today
for Reservations & Information

(304)572-1000
; MOUNTAIN

WTTHNHEACH

Daily Ski Report (304) 572-4636

Sunday Brunch
9AM - 2PM

♦♦•♦♦♦
.«.......♦......••.

HUUUL1H

nrjmar

621 N. Main St.

434-3594
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Dart...
lb all the bandwagon anti-Redskin fans who
suddenly emerge from the woodwork to
pronounce their hatred. I'm surprised you
haven't picked yourself up any Bills attire yet
Sent in by an anonymous 'Skins groupie with
an apparently low tolerance for diversity.

Pat...
A commendable pat to the Martin Luther
King, Jr. formal ceremony committee for their
coordination of a touching program on Monday
— respectful, moving and unforgettable, just as
it should have been.

Dart...
Hey, how long can that door to the post office
of the Warren Campus Center stay broken?
Sent in by someone who swears it has been
under repair for at least three years now.
Careful with the complaints, though. That may
not be true; and if its not, they may shut down
the post office again just to torture us.

Pat...
A pat of selflessness and generosity to all
who sent in personals commemorating Dr. King
and Lcann Whitlock. The ads raised about $150
for the Whitlock scholarship. More pats also, to
those who donated to the fund after the MLK
presentation.

Dart...
A lazy dart to to that annoying pack of
imbeciles who insist on waiting for the elevator
in the campus center and blocking the halls in
the process. The elevators are for handicapped
students. Use the stairs you bums.

Pat...
A social activism pat to the students who
believe in issues strongly enough to defend
them publicly, passively. Though your views
may differ, or even if you find their views
sometimes offensive, they deserve some credit
for exercising the rights guaranteed by the First
Amendment.

,tbe
< . - ' JMNUHBMUMHI

editor WENDY WARREN
managing ediiorDAVE SCHLECK
(pinion editor XXL LANGLEY
asst. opinion editorHEAXHER E O'NEIL

Swallowing the hard truths
Recession. Recession. Recession. Recession. If
you say it too many times, it stops making sense.
When Americans hear Japan calling their beloved
USA a "subcontractor"; when unemployment has
reached staggering rates across the class board,
turning even white collar workers to the streets; and
when health care has come to cost some people a
literal arm and leg — Americans start to worry.
Of course, in a political year one can expect the
slightest disquieting details of the nation's state to be
dragged out to the polling streets for attack, defense
and denial. This particular year, however, these
disquieting details have become ravenous monsters
shouting not only for attention but honest satiation.
So Americans have every right to be worried, to
be confused by that "recession'' word, and, hence, to
seriously consider the meaning behind the words of
Japanese speaker of the house, Yoshio Sakurauchi,

that American workers are illiterate, lazy and "want
high pay without working for it"
As hard as that may be to swallow, Americans are
simply going to have to choke on it and get it down,
because whining to Congress, voting a single man
out of office and campaigning to re-work a few tax
laws is not going to keep this country from falling
further into its self-pitying abyss.
This recession is about more than Bush's
ignorance of domestic policy and certainly more than
Japan's refusal to promise balanced trade (wouldn't
we do the same if the products were as "defective'' as
Sakurauchi claims?).
This recession is about the American work ethic
fizzling in the wake of easy living; competent
education losing to die new national babysitter, TV;
and the infectious, ubiquitous, apathetic attitude of
today's society.

Traffic: Who gets hit next?
Students just can't feel safe anymore, especially
the way people are driving and walking these days.
A pedestrian suffered knee and leg injuries after
being hit by a car on the corner of Duke and
Bluestone Drive last Friday. The student, bound in a
neck brace, was taken to Rockingham Memorial
Hospital.
This scene really isn't surprising; it seems like
someone gets hit by a car once a month at JMU.
Whether it's at the comer of Duke and Bluestone, the
Anthony-Seeger crosswalk or the Main Street
entrance to JMU — pedestrian accidents happen all
too often.
Blame goes out to careless pedestrians and drivers
who have forgotten or ignored traffic hazards.
A swarm of students traverses the entire span of
Main Street trying to get to class every morning.
Driving down Main Street is like maneuvering

through an obstacle course. Pedestrians need to stop
jaywalking and start using the crosswalks.
Students who waltz out onto the crosswalk in
front of Anthony-Seeger without looking also are
asking to get hit. Some pedestrians have an attitude
— "It's the law. Those cars have to stop for
pedestrians,'' they say as they strut across Main
Street. That's not true. And if it keeps up, someone's
attitude will be splattered across the pavement
Drivers also need to be more careful. It's amazing
to watch a JMU commuter who is unwilling to stop
at a street corner to let a fellow student cross the
street. Speeding is another problem. The speed limit
is 25 mph on all campus roads to help students get to
their classes without being smushed.
These suggestions are basic, but important. Surely
if drivers and pedestrians don't start being more
careful, someone is going to get killed.
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Letters to the Editor
Student responds, adds point
to letter about Dr. King day
TotheedHon
I an writing in response to the letter, "Dr. King should
not be the only man praised on this day" in The Breeze on
Jan. 20. In our dairy lives through die state of Virginia, we
are constantly reminded of the Civil War "thinkers" and
"heroes" — especially Robert E. Lee and Stonewall
Jackson. Every major road, highway, or route I travel in
Northern Virginia is called Lee Highway, Lee-Jackson
Highway, and die list goes on. We cannot ignore, but only
have no choice to remember such men who are explicitly
discussed in our history books and even celebrated as titles
of schools, institutions, and even highways — especially in
the state of Virginia. How often do you ride around any
town constantly reminded at every left or right turn of the
late Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr.?
This is why it is so important that not only on this one
day, but everyday we should commemorate distinguished
blacks such as Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. all over the
world and on the JMU campus. Such a man of great
distinction who had an influential impact on AfricanAmericans, as well as on the human race, deserves to be
celebrated and recognized alone on Jan. 20; not as part of a
Lee-Jackson threesome. True, not only should this man be
praised, but also many other gifted African-Americans.
Tla Mason
mass communicauofi

Psychology Club thanks those
who added to Whittock fund
TothaadtoR
The JMU Psychology Club would like to thank the
women of Zett Phi Beta, die entire Breeze staff, and all die
contributors to the memorial for Learn Whitlock and Dr.
Martin Luther King. Two years ago everyone at JMU was
shocked when we heard that a fellow student was missing
and finally found brutally murdered. It was an affront to

our world and made us remember that there is still a lot of
growing left for our society.
In Learm's memory the members of Zeta Phi Beta put
together a scholarship for psychology students. We at the
JMU Psychology Club are dedicated to support students
interested in the fields of psychology and feel that any help
to future students is welcome help. We all regret that this
scholarship fund ever had to be made, but we are all
grateful for the courage and love that Leann's friends had to
put this whole thing together. Thank you.
William Young

President, JMU Psychology Club

The perfect formula for 'night
of friends and good times'
To the editor:
I just wanted to tell everyone what an awesome time my
friends and I had last Thursday at a local bar. In fact, it was
so great and I was so impressed with the people I met, I let
everyone know how to have as good of a time as I did.
1. Thursday night. Karaoke.
2. Grab a bunch of friends and go.
3. Have a few beers, see who's there, attempt to sing a
few songs.
4. Take a break, have a beer at the bar.
5. (Here's where the fun starts!) If you're lucky, there
will be 5 or 6 drunk guys standing near you.
6. The tall one in the middle might look at you and say,
"Hey buddy, what are you looking at?"
7. Tough guy #1 has to repeat the question several times
in response to "huh?" (A a limited brain faculty, of course!)
8. Tough guy VI just wouldn't give up (maybe you were
looking at something really interesting and he wanted to
contemplate it too, but maybe that's just my opinion).
9. Tough guy decides he doesn't like your compliment
so deckles to have tough guy #2 restrain you while he and
tough guys #3,4, and 5 pound you.
Well, that's my formula for a night of friends and good

times. I must say I was very impressed by the bravery and
camaraderie of these boys. It is not often (thank God) that
one sees such a gross display of ignorance and stupidity all
displayed at the same time. It restores my faith in human
nature. I hope next Thursday can be just as fun but if I
"accidentally" happen to pound the shit out of you
unprovoked, don't be offended, you see, my brother started
it and, well, he's my brother...
Andrew M. Townsend
Eaton Mufcrue
senior
senior
CIS
art/communication

So few
letters...
so much
space.
Why complain
tomorrow about
what you could've
written today?

A historical footnote — one year later
Within hours after air strikes began
over Baghdad last Jan. 16, television
and armchair analysts alike heralded
the attack as one the world would
study as the definitive military effort
for years to come. Yet as damage
estimates shrank from their early,
optimistic, inflated levels, it slowly
became apparent that these splendid
litde sorties had left more than a few
loose ends. Sadly, the overestimations
of Desert Storm — both military and
political — have not subsided.
When CIA Director Robert Gates
appeared before a congressional
committee last week and announced
that Iraq would now .be nearing
completion of a crude nuclear
program had the war not taken place,
it was difficult not to read a political
agenda between his lines. Bush's
popularity sagged below SO percent;
Pat Buchanan had gained in New
Hampshire; CNN viewers had

In spite of
watched him lose
Bush's "insane
his lunch halfway
dictator" rhetoric,
through dinner.
Saddam Hussein
The CIA seemed
BAD PENNY
has proved far
intent
on
reminding the
-David Noon more pragmatic
than
anyone
country of a time
imagined. His reluctance to employ
when it seemed to have a leader.
Gates argued that Iraqi technology mustard gas during the war was ample
— the same sophisticated technology evidence of that. A Hiroshima-type
that included the Scud missile — had bomb would have thus given Iraq little
been closer to nuclear proficiency than practical value other than leverage for
anyone had previously guessed. Gates further regional bullying — a job for
did not, however, explain why Iraq which the U.S., of course, has never
might have been inclined to use made use of its own nuclear arsenal.
nuclear weapons when it would not use
Politically, the Gulf War was litde
its equally primitive but less deadly more than a messy public-relations
chemical warheads in a full-scale war orgasm. The nation enjoyed its
nouveau-Kremlin victory parades and
such as Desert Storm.
Though Saddam may have gassed its Desert Storm Trading Cards from
Kurds in 1988, he gassed a forgotten 7-11, but popular culture is an unstable
ethnic minority lacking in foreign crutch for foreign policy and can only
allies, much less any F-117A's or support it for a short while.
The substance of the Gulf War
MlAl's of their own, to fight back.

remains ambiguous. If George Bush's
only objective was to free Kuwait, why
did he wet public thirst for Saddam's
blood with rhetoric of "ass-kicking"?
Kuwait could never be enough. After
all, the Hitler analogy only reminded
Americans that the Allies marched into
Berlin in 1945 and didn't stop in the
Alsace-Lorraine.
And if the intent of the war, as the
Gates report now implies, was to stop
Iraq's nuclear program, why are we not
now taking out weapons factories in
China, the probable supplier of Iraq's
enriched uranium?
We may have convinced Saddam
Hussein that he can't beat up on 300year old monarchies, but he in turn —
whether he knows it or not — has
shown us that we never knew what we
were fighting for in the first place.
David H. Noon is a senior majoring in
English and history.

Stop complaining and write it yourself.
The Breeze is seeking editorial columnists, so call us at x6729.
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ZJRKIE HOUSE
STUCJENT'RUN

LLt's for students, run by students, but its insides
are in full view of the JMU and Harrisonburg public.
After a few art classes, most JMU artists have
collected a variety of works — works that might not
have been seen if not for Zirkle House, the hometurned-gallery on Main Street
"Students can show their work to more people,
which otherwise would sit in a portfolio," said junior
Karen Gerrard, assistant director of Zirkle House.
About 15 years ago, the faculty offices on the first
floor of Zirkle House were moved, opening up a large
area of space for students to store and show artwork.
Today Zirkle House, one of the few art galleries in the
state where students act as administrators, curators and
gallery assistants, contains three galleries and a
number of graduate offices.

qAllERy ENTERS yET ANOTHER SEASON
"If shows don't go up in time, if artists aren't
ready, if student assistants don't sit desk — the
gallery shuts down," said senior Jennifer Sonnichscn,
director of the Zirkle House galleries.
Out of 45 students who applied for a review, only
21 were awarded a showing this semester. A show, or
review, consists of a student's work being shown to a
panel of art faculty and students.
Art media encompasses a wide variety of subjects,
including paintings, jewelry, graphic art, ceramics,
prints and drawings. Charles Goolsby, graduate
student advising Zirkle House this semester, said
variety and quality are key to choosing a student's
work for review.
"We look for first of all, if a student is exploring a
direction — that's because we try to put together
shows that are unique," Goolsby said. "We also look
for the highest quality work done by undergrads."
One of the new shows this semester will feature
only freshman and sophomore art — in effect
grouping many students together because individually
each does not have enough material to field a show on
his own.
In its interior, Zirkle House is divided into three
separate galleries — "Artworks" and "The Other
Gallery," displaying student works, and "New Image,"
featuring professional work, mostly in photography.
"There wouldn't be as many people looking at the
photographs probably if it weren't for the student
exhibits," said Dr. Philip James, head of the art
department.
Shows typically run for two weeks, starting with
an opening reception. Artists are responsible for
refreshments, publicity and display, with the
placement of the work being directed by the gallery
assistants — much like any other art gallery.
'To me, the job I'm doing — if it were under any
other circumstances — I would be getting a
paycheck," Sonnichsen said, adding that this
experience should help her get a job after graduation.
But students do receive credit and a grade for their
work. James said, "The responsibility toward the
project is much greater when they're getting a grade
for it"
James said Zirkle House affords students a rare
opportunity to gain hands-on experience with the
actual display of art "This is the first one where I've
seen students run galleries to this extent" he said.
Very few schools have a gallery program where
students are directly involved.

'UNrirUd' by Li&A QuidARO Mrsmy is CURRENT^ ON dispUy.

The operating costs for the galleries are provided
by student fund-raisers, such as a silent auction held
last spring. The auction helped to pay for many of
Zirkle House's operating costs this season.
James said he hasn't received many complaints
about the appropriateness of the various works
displayed, as some are nudes or images of sexual
bondage.
"Our students are in an educational setting and
should have a wide range of artwork available," James
said.
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IRKLE HOUSE GALLERY
SCHEDULE OF OPENINGS
JANUARY 13-25
ARTWORKS: Lisa Mintry (paintings)
Cynthia Schneider (various media)

JANUARY 27 - FEBRUARY 8
ARTWORKS: BUI Kendrick and Steve Richardson (photography)
M
Bob Woodington (drawings and etchings)
FEBRUARY lO - 20
ARTWORKS: Carol Hendrick (graphic art)
Maureen Magula and Katherine Knudson
(jewelry and photo)

■'.■/.

FEBRUARY 21
GRADUATE CRITIQUE

ZfekU HOUSE is loCATEd ON MAiN STREET RKjkT ACROSS faoM CAMpUS.

FEBRUARY 24 - MARCH 14
ARTWORKS: Jennifer Hartzler (paintings)
Stephanie Bowman and Tim Crean
(ceramics and prints)
MARCH 15-19
FRESHMAN AND SOPHOMORE SHOW
MARCH ZO
GRADUATE CRITIQUE

\y

MARCH 23-APRIL 4
ARTWORKS: Tom Gorton, Krista Grigg, Heather Kirkpatrick,
Diane Reed, Amy Lisnyk
( metal and jewelry)
Steve Atkinson, Alexis Parrish (photography)
Yvette Venturo (painting)

APRIL 6- II
HONORS SHOW
PHOTOS

by RyAiM

KETCHUM

APRIL 13-23
ARTWORKS: Joceryn Johnson and Carrie Patterson (paintings)
Lisa Jenkins (various media)

N by ANdy SAffRON
APRIL 24 GRADUATE CRITIQUES
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Suspense is key in 'Hand That Rocks'
by Jessica Jenkins
staffwriter
The hand thai rocks the cradle
rules the world.
This old English saying sets the
scene for the most recent Curtis
Hanson suspense film, "The Hand
That Rocks the Cradle" — a "Fatal
Attraction" style movie about a
psychotic woman who poses as a
nanny for her own revenge.
Rebecca DeMornay plays Peyton,
the manipulative nanny who uses her
friendship with Claire Bartel —
"Jungle Fever's" Annabella Sciorra —
to destroy the Bartel family.
"The script has a very interesting
premise for a suspense movie, one that
I haven't seen before," director Curtis
Hanson said in a press release. "The
suspense is character driven as
opposed to plot driven, which is the
kind of suspense I like best."
The background of Peyton's
character proves as disturbing as the
story itself.
First, her husband Dr. Mott
commits suicide — and then she has a
miscarriage, brought on by the stress
she suffers after the death of her
husband.
Dr. Mott, a gynecologist, had shot
himself as a result of his being named
the lone defendant in a sexual
harassment case.

Courtesy off Buena Vista
Hired handyman Solomon (Ernie Hudson) is the only one who is
suapicioiai of Peyton's (Rebecca DeMornay) congenial facade.
The case was pursued by Claire
Bartel, a former client of his, and was
rapidly gaining the support of several
of his other clients. And without her
husband

revenge as her best option, so she
arrives at the Bartel home with a
fictitious name and past, looking for a
job as a nanny.
Peyton's methods give insight into

the complexity of her scheme. In one
scene, she forms a secret club with
Claire's daughter, Emma, and uses the
five-year-old girl's friendship to
obtain
information
about the
family.
She later
uses the young girl's family secrets as
a weapon, turning Claire against her
husband. Peyton then proceeds to
systematically turn the Bartel family
against Claire, all while acting as her

loyal friend and helper.
When Claire finds herself alone,
Peyton arrives to support her.
"Peyton is brilliant, her powers of
dissembling
uncanny,
her
derangement chilling, but her grief,
her vulnerability, her longing for
family, made her a very complex and
haunting villain," DeMornay said.
Only one character — the
handyman — sees the other side of
Peyton, and when Peyton finds she's
been caught, she soon eliminates him,
too.
Well-cast in the role of Claire,
Sciorra portrayed a modern woman
who nearly lost her family because of
one mistake. "It's important to the
story that Claire is strong, smart,
aware and sensitive, but she must also
do a number of weak things," Hanson
said.
Sciorra describes Claire as a "full
character to explore," and she
explored the character fully. Claire's
transformation — from the initial
strength it took to file the lawsuit
against Dr. Mott to the ultimate
weakness when Peyton takes control
— keeps the audience wondering how
she'll react to Peyton's manipulation.
"I couldn't put the script down
when I read it," DeMornay said. The
story had a hypnotic authenticity that
was disturbing and frightening."

Tiny Lights' combines psychedelic with 90's
by Jon Cohen
staff-writer
All one has to do is have a leisurely lunch at "Life
Line" — a dining option for vegetarians in D-hall —
to realize the 70's never really ended. The decade
was just son of stuck someplace hidden from view.
Riding abreast of this psychedelic wave is 'Tiny
Lights," a band playing at Joker's Pub tonight
The band uses a conglomerate of sounds, ranging
from trumpets to cellos, to unify its latest effort
"Stop the Sun, I Want to go Home." The title was the
result of recording in suburban Los Angeles — 3,000
miles from the band's New Jersey home.
The finished product sounds like a subtle version
of The Sunday's singing crossed with a low-key
version of Camper Van Beethoven. "We're more like
the first incarnation of Camper Van Beethoven," lead
singer Donna Coughn said.
"Except we are a little more in tune, maybe a little
less silly," she said. Coughn works in a record store
in Hoboken, N.J., the band's hometown when they
aren't touring — something the band likes to do.
"We have a really good time when touring,"
Coughn said. "We're naked up on stage and we just
have a lot of fun instilling crazy antics on the people
who come."
The band released its first single in 198S and
subsequently released the album "Prayer for the
Halycon Fear," followed by "Hazel Wreath" and
1990's "Hot Chocolate Massage."

Tiny Lights wil play tonight at Joker's Pub in
Despite the band's obscurity, Coughn views
success as relative. "We have been successful," she
said. "We like what we do, people dig us, and kids
keep coming out to see us." ,
But don't talk to her about ever selling out.
"Selling out is a strange thing to say," she said. "If
you can write a totally hip pop wonderful song that
everyone loves, bow can you say it's formula? If that
were that case, everyone would do it."
Coughn added that Tiny Lights has yet to deal
with the red tape and loss of control that occurs when
signing with a record label — though there have
been some exceptions.
"We did a video for a song off our second album,"

Harrisonburg.

Courtesy of Impact Record*

she said. "It cost an amazing amount of money and it
was never even released," she said, adding that later
she wanted to create an expensive video for a song
called "Choice."
"But the the record company picked a more poppy
song," Coughn said.
Lights boasts a unique sound and a performance
that is musically artistic and enjoyable. "Performing
is really fun because it's like a different part of
time," she said.
"For us, we have a different level of intensity. Our
musicianship is very intense," Coughn said. "It's not
like rock out, because we can get pretty silly at
times. But instrumentally we put a lot into it."
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Life in London

articles by Jennifer Fischer

International internship gives needed experience

It's no secret the depressed
economy is going to make the job
search tough for many new graduates.
With increased competition for jobs,
students must try to set themselves
apart from the rest of the crowd.
Senior John Hinshaw's experiences
in Europe with JMU's International
Internship Program are enough to
impress almost any employer.
"I loved it," he said. "It was the
best job I ever had — it was a constant
challenge and learning experience."
Hinshaw not only enjoyed his
work, but also everything it allowed
him to do — experience other
cultures, meet new friends, travel
around Europe, earn some decent
money and have the time of his life.
"It is incredible that at my age and

with my experience, I was able to do
all this," Hinshaw said. "Most people
guessed I was 25 or 30, not 20."
Hinshaw, a computer information
systems major, worked for the U.S.
Travel and Tourism Administration in
London as the computer systems
manager for London and Europe via
fax and phone. His main job was to
redesign the information systems in
London and to coordinate London's
systems with those in the USTTA's
European posts of Amsterdam, Milan,
Paris and Frankfurt — which he
visited with all expenses paid.
Hinshaw's internship started last
January and was supposed to end in
May, but the USTTA asked him to
stay on for the rest of the summer as a
paid employee.

/

COURTESY OF JOHN HINSHAW

London Bridge was only one of the many places Hinshaw visited.
Though Hinshaw kept busy at
work, "I had a nice and comfortable
flat to come home to," he said. JMU
found Hinshaw a flat in a suburb of
London called Tufnell Park, which
was about a 30-minute commute to
work.

He lived with five Students from
Clark University in Massachusetts,
who were also doiag internships in
London. "It is easy to get close to
people who are going through a
LONDON page 2/

JMU's professor in London fights time pressures
He may not be Michael Keaton, but students
abroad in London last year agree JMU theater
professor Roger Hall is a regular "Mr. Mom."
As the faculty-in-residence for the 1991 Spring
Semester in London program. Hall became a
temporary single parent to his three children and 32
students. His wife, Lynn, could not get leave from
her job for the trip.
Although the Halls wished Lynn could join them,
they couldn't pass up the opportunity to go. "I knew
it would be such a good experience," Lynn said. "I
couldn't deny them that."
Hall has two daughters — Cassie, 16, and
Morgan, 10 — and a son Bryce, 14.
He was also the London faculty-in-residence in
1980 so he knew what to expect. "My biggest
concern was if a serious illness were to occur or if
there was an emergency back home," he said.
The Halls lived in a flat in East Finchley, a suburb
of London. In fact, it was the same flat they stayed in
during the last visit. "It was amazingly similar to
how it was then," Hall said. "I think it is a warm
place to stay."
The flat had three bedrooms, one bathroom, a
kitchen and a living room. "It was a little small, but
it was fun living so close to one another," Cassie
said.
The students arrived on Jan. 25, ten days after
U.S. involvement in the Gulf War. "I wasn't too
concerned about our safety as things looked much
less dangerous over there," Hall said.
Each class only met once a week, and the rest of
the time was spent learning through experiencing
London and the rest of England. Outings included
such places as The British Museum, Buckingham
Palace and St. Paul's Cathedral. Day trips were spent
visiting places like Cambridge and Oxford.

Hall felt that the students handled everything
pretty well. "You have to expect that with 32 people
you will have to reprimand them for such things as
being late, drinking too much, and disturbing
people's privacy."

SEMESTER IN LONDON

GRANT JERDING/THE BREI

But Hall did make some unpopular decisions.
For example, he wanted students to wait a few
weeks before buying their tube (subway) passes
because he felt getting around by foot was the best
way to become familiar with the city. "Students
didn't want to walk in the bad weather, but it was
something I really felt committed to," he said.
Although Hall spent a lot of time with the
students, he wished he could have done more with
them. "I didn't feel right leaving my kids
sometimes," he said.
Although they required some of his time. Hall
said, "When I was tired my kids were helpful and
supportive. They boosted my spirits. I expected a lot

more homesickness, [but] the kids didn't want to
come home."
Part of the reason may have been that the Halls
were too busy traveling to think of home.
Over spring break they traveled dumigh Italy from
Venice to Rome. After the program ended, they
rented a car in Paris and drove through Germany, the
Alps, Belgium and the Netherlands.
The students thought Hall had a lot to handle. "I
think Roger did a good job of balancing his time
between the students and his family," said senior
Jennifer Mortick. "He didn't neglect aayone."
His family is the first to admit how impressed they
were with their dad. "He really held the fort down
well," Morgan said.
Bryce summed it all up, "Dad was amazing."
Even with all the praise, London's "Mr. Mom"
remains modest. "I think the students think it was
harder than it really was," he said.
But the whole European adveaam did take a loll
on Hall. "By the time I got back I was really drained
and had lost 10 pounds," he said. "I dkln' t want to do
anything."
And a bit of depression sank m about a month
after they returned. "I felt like wt4e*er left," he
said. "I didn't miss anything specine. I missed the
variety as each day in England was something
exciting, new and interesting."
Hall said he likes London, "of coarse because of
the theater but also because it's a big international
city with lots of nooks, crannies and traditions."
Hall said he would enjoy being a faculty-inresidence again and since a faculty member can only
be placed in the same city twice, he said he may like
to try Florence.
But he added, "I think I'll probably wait until the
kids are out of school next time."
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similar situation," he said. "I feel a lot closer to them
than I do to a lot of my friends here. We did so much
together — plays, pubs, dinners, movies and tons of
shopping.'' The group was reunited over fall break.
Hinshaw said one advantage of living in a
residential area was the chance for involvement in
the local community.
"One of the most interesting experiences I had in
my neighborhood was at a church celebration for a
famous Irish womanizer named John Burns,*' he said.
"The church honors Bums by eating 'Haggis,' which
is sheep's stomach, saluting the queen, and square
dancing. A church celebrating a womanizer really
made me realize the cultural differences that exist
between countries."
Hinshaw said he found the British very
welcoming, and he thinks he would fit better in their
laid-back lifestyle.
"I really found a love for London," he said. "I love
the London you don't hear about People work hard
in London, but when the work is done people go to
pubs to socialize and keep up with the community.
People don't make time for that in the United States."
Hinshaw said he tried his hardest not to act like a
tourist "I would just hop on a bus, see where it took
me, and explore," he said.
Hinshaw traveled throughout the U.K. and to 13
European countries. He visited such countries as
Scotland, Ireland, Switzerland, Hungary and Sweden.
"The only thing I wished was that I had someone
to share it all with. On business trips I was usually
traveling by myself."
To be accepted by the internship program.

\r

CRAIG NEWMAN/THE BREEZE

Senior John Hinshaw
Hinshaw had to complete a detailed application, and
get three faculty and job recommendations.
Hinshaw said he had no direct competition, but the
USTTA was very selective as they only filled nine
of the 40 positions available.
"The board was looking for people who could
relate in a foreign culture and in diverse situations,"
he said. "I think the fact I paid my way through
school impressed them."
The USTTA's main goal is to promote America
to the British. Besides exercising his computer
knowledge, Hinshaw learned a lot about the tourism
industry by attending board meetings with the
presidents of such companies as Delta and Hyatt.
Hinshaw said he was paid well over the summer.
"I didn't get paid any less because I was a student,"
he said. "I got paid as much as any full-time

manager would. I didn't get paid overtime, but I had
a lot of responsibilities and couldn't leave until what
I was working on was finished."
"It was incredible to use what I learned at JMU
and apply it internationally," he said. "I felt like a
firefighter supporting an office of 12."
Hinshaw worked with nine Britons and three
Americans in his office and said it was a good lesson
in relating to different types of people.
"In the workplace, the British aren't initially as
outgoing as Americans," he said. "But after a while,
we became close friends."
Hinshaw received 12 credits for his internship,
nine in information and decision sciences, for which
he had to keep a journal and write a report, and three
in hotel and restaurant management, for which he is
writing a magazine article for the "Hotel and
Restaurant Management Journal."
Hinshaw is still working for the USTTA about
five hours a week, dealing with computer problems
via fax and phone. He is unpaid except for expenses.
Hinshaw has accepted a position with Anderson
Consulting in Washington, D.C. and hopes to start
his own business in the future.
"I wouldn't need a lot to start up," he said. "I have
my office in my briefcase." The money Hinshaw
made at the USTTA allowed him to buy a state of
the art computer which has a built in fax and phone.
Whatever Hinshaw does in the future, he believes
his internship at the USTTA, and his experiences
abroad, have prepared him well.
"I think the best thing I learned was that I could be
completely independent and function in an
international environment well and comfortably."
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Enjoy winter's newest challenge, Snowboard Skiing at
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Dukes win ugly at William & Mary, 56-47
-/MU uses 11-2 ran /n fina/ 6:04 to escape upset bid and stretch win streak to seven
by Dan Goldstein & Drew van Essebtyn
stttffwriters
WILLIAMSBURG — In a game dominated by
sloppy offensive execution, JMU was able to
extinguish a second half rally by the Tribe of
William &. Mary last night, to prevail 56-47 before
5,219 rowdy fans at William A Mary Hall.
After blowing a 10 point second-half lead, the
Dukes needed an 11-2 run in the game's final six
minutes to pull out their seventh straight win. The
victory pushes JMU's season record to 11-5 and a
perfect 4-0 in the CAA. W&M fell to 8-8,2-2.
The Dukes, entering the game averaging better
than 83 points per contest, were held 27 points under
their average and shot only 40 percent from the field.
Fortunately for JMU, W&M was even worse from
the field — they connected on only 36.2 percent of
their shots.
"It was the type of game that I don't like to play,"
JMU Coach Lefty Driesell said. "We like a fast
tempo, but it was good for us to win a tight game.''
Freshman Kent Culuko led the Dukes with 15
points followed by Jeff Chambers with 11 and Troy
Bostic with nine. Bostic and Chambers ruled the
boards all night for the Dukes, combining for 28
rebounds — including a career-high 16 from Bostic.
With point guard and top outside threat Brendan
Conner out with a hamstring injury, the Tribe was
forced to start freshman David Cox and never got
into a rhythm on offense.

The Tribe finally found their stroke in the second
half and tied the game at 45 with six minutes left
W&M's leading scorer Thomas Roberts had an
opportunity to put the Tribe ahead but missed a dunk
with 5.-00 to play.
"We did what we wanted to do," Tribe coach
Chuck Swenson said. "We missed a dunk, we missed
a three-pointer. With the crowd as good as it was,
who knows what would have happened."
Both teams struggled from the field for the next
few minutes before William Davis knocked in two
key field goals to put the Dukes ahead to stay.
With JMU up 49-47 and 2:08 left on the clock,
Davis connected on a spin move in the lane to boost
the lead to four at 51-47. After a Tribe miss, Davis
again came through as the junior was on the
receiving end of a give-and-go from Jeff Chambers
for a lay up that would extend the lead to six with
1:10 left on the clock.
"They're very capable of spurting and that's what
they did to us," Swenson said. "James Madison
limited us to one shot and that is a credit to their
defense and rebounding.''
The Tribe was unable to connect on desperation
three-point attempts in the game's final minutes and
JMU hit three of five free throws down the stretch to
seal the win.
"When they tied it up, a lot of teams would have
folded," Driesell said. "I think it's a good sign for us
to come back and win going away."

JVext up for the Duhes.

American University
When:
Sal. night, 7:30 p.m.
Where:
I JMU Convocation Center
AU's record:
4-10 (3-1 CAA)
Head coach:
Chris Kroche (2nd year, 19-24)
Recent games: played at U ofPenn. Wed. night,
Beat UNC-W 98-97 in 3 0TSat.
Top players:
BrianGdgeous, 6-6jr. guard. (18.7
ppg, 6.4 rpg), Craig Sedmak, 69 jr.
forward. (15.2 ppg, 9.5 rpg)
Series vs. JMU: JMU leads 11-6
Last meeting: 2116/91— AU 82, JMU 70
GRANT JERDINC/THE BREEZE

WIN page 27

JMU pulls out 63-61 win in OT
by Maurice Jones & Steve Miranda
stagwriters

MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE

Emily McCracken was the hero last night.

Emily McCracken drove the length of the floor
and hit a lay up with one second left on the clock in
overtime as the JMU women's basketball team was
able to hold off upset-minded William&Mary 63-61.
"Thank God for Emily McCracken," said relieved
JMU head coach Shelia Moorman.
McCracken, who played all but one minute of the
contest, proved to be a game-saver for the Dukes
twice last night.
The Dukes were down 52-50 with seven seconds
left and William & Mary forward Marilyn Gayton at
the line. Gayton's first free throw bounced high off
the rim and into the hands of JMU's Brandy
Cru third.
Cruthird passed to McCracken, who pushed the
ball upcourt and was fouled with two ticks left on the
clock. McCracken hit the front end of the one-andonc and then nailed the second to send the game into
overtime.
W&M opened up a five-point lead in the first two
minutes of overtime. Spurred by the play of
McCracken, the Dukes responded with six straight
points to take the lead 58-57.
Tiffany Williamson hit two free throws to put the

Tribe back up 59-58. Jackie Freeman then nailed a
three-pointer to regain the lead for the Dukes, 61-59.
The Tribe responded with a Gayton game-tying,
ten-foot shot with eight seconds left.
After co-captain Elnora Jones fouled out of the
game late in regulation, McCracken took matters into
her own hands.
"With Elnora out of the game I was saying to
myself I have to do something, and then I had the
opportunity."
"[McCracken] had a great game," Moorman said.
"One of her best. I think she's finally taking it to
heart that we want her to shoot the basketball."
McCracken definitely shot the ball, finishing with
a career-high 21 points.
The Dukes led all but the final minute of
regulation, and by as many as 11 points in the first
half. But JMU was plagued by turnovers, giving the
ball away 25 times. And that's on the heels of
Saturday's night's game, when they turned the ball
over a record 28 times.
Poor shooting was also a problem for the Dukes,
who shot a meager 40 percent from the floor, and
were unable to hit a field goal in the final 10:29 of
OVERTIME page 27
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Squeak, creak, rattle, crunch ....
CRACK!
Don't let winter get the best of
your bicycle.
1550
E. Market St. _

v

Wilderness

Store Hours
Mon.-Fri.
*

X-N^*-^

.C* A-"^

Cool
Breeze
(~\irlC*r\r JL
Cy

BICYCUEB

SS3S

>Sat.'
10-55

10-6
Sal

Sun

Mon
3?

Brakes
replace all brake pads and
cables, adjust & toe-in.
replace housing if nee.
reg.
S4S+ ...$37.99+

Tires

Bearing Overhaul
new bearings & waterproof
grease in ft & rr hubs,
hdset, and bottom bracket
reg. $63.00
$49.99

new tires & tubes, inspect
rim strip, check wheel
trueness and tension
reg. S4X.()()+....S37.99+

58"

TT

Thurs
&

3B"

Fri

Sat
JT

5 p.m.
TKE
Sponsor
Social Hour
Night
Band at the
at the
TKE house
Beile-Meade
All are
welcome.

Football at
PurceUPark
Meat at the
house
at I p.m.
Post game
party
afterwards

4
Come SKI at
with TKE.
Meet it the
house
at 5 p.m.
Transportation
provided. I jfl
tickets $7.

433-0323 5PEUAUZED.

Drive-train
adjust and clean t't/rr
derailleurs, new cables &
chain, clean crank
reg. $78.00
$59.99

Wed

BASKETBALL
TKE
Sun Rush
Party off
PRE-CAME
OPEN
with a
campus with
st the house.
SUPERBOWU HOUSE
TKE. Meet »ij 5:30-7:30
7-9 p.m.
PARTY
the house
WEDNESDAY
TKE Style
Come meet
it 8 p.m.
NUHT
5 p.m.
ihe bnxbers of Party at 272
PARTY
Tsu
Roahsas
Newman
Kappa
welcome after
Street
Epsikm
game
All else at 12

MasianuUen

Seasonal Maintenance Specials

Tue

Spaghetti
Dinner with
TKE Little
Sisters
7:30 p.m.

Wednesday
Night Party
Rushecs
welcome at
10:30 pjn.

FORMAL
SMOKER
8 p.m.
Attendance
mandatory to
atlainabid
from TKE.

BIDS
EXTENDED

TKE Rush may start a week later than the IFC
Rush, but we are more than worth the wait. All
JMU male students who are not members of an
existing fraternity are welcome to attend all TKE
Rush events. Of course the purpose of our rush
events is to invite students to meet the brothers
of TAU KAPPA EPSILON. All rushees interested in
obtaining a bid to join TKE should attend all rush events
possible and meet as many brothers as possible.
Attendance to the Formal Smoker is MANDATORY to
attain a bid. For more information, call TKE house at
433-9245 or Doug Davidson at 433-9245.

BIDS
RETURNED
by 6:30 at the
TKE House

SUPER FOOTBALL
SUPER PIZZA...
SOPER SAVINGS..

433-3776
425 N. Main St.
FOUR
STAR any large one
PtZIA Hem pizza and
four 16oz drinks

$9&x
STAR any two big 12
HZZA inch subs and
two 16oz drinks

ICMB
any large
one item
pizza

i KS5
2™K

IPIZZA

$12+tax

any two large
one item pizzas
and four 16oz
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Bombs Away!
Freshman Culuko's threes helping JMU shell-shock foes
by Joe Kornik
copy editor
Success can be measured in a
number of different ways. For JMU
freshman sharp-shooter Kent Culuko,
that measurement is 19 feet-nine,
inches.
Since his freshman year of high
school, when the three point shot
became a part of the high school
game, Culuko has been a man
possessed from behind the arc.
"In high school all I shot were three
pointers. I feel just as comfortable
shooting a three as I do a two,"
Culuko said. "In fact I'd rather take a
three — it's worth an extra point"
The 6-foot-3 bomber hails from
Mahwah, New Jersey, where he
finished fourth on the all-time New
Jersey scholastic scoring list with
2,780 points during his brilliant
career. In his senior campaign, Culuko
averaged 33.4 points a game and set
the New Jersey state record for three
pointers in a season with 104.
It was this kind of long range
accuracy which sparked the interest of
many Division I programs, including
JMU, St. John's, Penn State and
Rutgers. Culuko narrowed his choices
down to JMU and St. John's.
"One of the things behind my
decision was how much playing time I
would get my freshman year and I
thought [JMU] was the best place for
me to see some time right away,"
Culuko said. "I liked it here because
of Coach Driesell and JMU was
playing a really good schedule this
year."
But the decision wasn't easy. To
say no to Lou Carnesecca and St.
John's, Culuko had to give up the
chance of playing in Madison Square
Garden and the Big East, as well as
his ties to the area.
"It was always my dream to play
for St. John's. I grew up watching
them on TV and they were always my
team,*' Culuko said. "They recruited
me pretty hard and I really wanted to
go there — but my parents sort of
talked me out of it"
St. John's has no on-campus
housing and Culuko would have had
to live in the city his freshman year —
an idea his parents weren't
particularly fond of.
"With all the crime and drugs in the
city, my mom said she didn't feel
comfortable with me living there," he
said. "Then we came down here and it
was beautiful. People were friendly
and I really liked it It's definitely a
different atmosphere down here."

MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE

Culuko said he chose JMU over St. John's because he knew he'd
have an immediate opportunity to play. He's averaging 16 points.
After some long, tough hours of
thinking it through — Culuko chose
Driesell and the Dukes.
"Probably the hardest thing I ever
had to do was call St. John's and tell
them I wasn't going there," Culuko
said. "All my friends were saying
'You've got to go to St. John's —
they're on TV every weekend,' then I
told them I chose JMU and they
couldn't believe it.
"St. John's is in the top 20 in the
country but they really don't play my
style — they like to get the ball to the
big men inside."
And Culuko's game is definitely
outside.
Before last night's game, Culuko
was 12th in the nation in three-point
accuracy, hitting a blistering S3.3
percent (48-90). The 19-year-old is
currently averaging 15.9 points a

game and is fifth in the CAA in
shooting percentage. It's no secret he
is a big reason for the Dukes early
success this season.
Last Saturday against East
Carolina, Culuko passed another big
test when Bryan Edwards fouled out
with the Dukes down by a bucket and
a little over eight minutes remaining
in the contest. Driesell gave the
freshman the nod to run the point —
and Culuko didn't disappoint.
"I'm just glad I made the right
decisions at the point," Culuko said. "I
was trying to make sure I got the ball
into the hands of the right people."
It turns out those hands were his
own. Culuko scored a career-high 25
points, including a running jumper as
the buzzer sounded at the end of
regualation to send the game into
overtime — a game JMU eventually

would win.
These types of performances by the
freshman have brought accolades from
many, including Driesell.
"I think Kent is one of the best
freshmen in the country," Driesell
said. "I think he's doing a great job for
us. He's got a lot of poise for a
freshman and he has hit a lot of big
shots for us.""
But Culuko, with characteristic
freshman modesty, downplayed the
praise.
"That's a great compliment and I'm
glad he has confidence in me. It makes
me feel like all the hard work I've
done is finally starting to pay off,"
Culuko said. "But I can't rest on that
— I've got to keep getting better and
better. Coach Driesell gave me his
confidence to shoot the ball and now I
feel really comfortable playing my
game."
Cliff Culuko, Kent's father, was a
basketball standout at Long Island
University and has helped nurture
Kent's career. The elder Culuko comes
to most home games, but when he
can't make the 362-mile trip, he can
usually still catch the game on the
tube.
"Right when [Kent] signed with
JMU I went out and bought a satellite
dish so I could see all the games,"
Cliff Culuko said.
Kent Culuko said. "When I play
bad he tells me, and when I play good
he's always there to support me. He
knew what it would take to get to the
Division I level so I've always
listened to him."
Culuko and his older brother Craig
played in the same backcourt at
Mahwah High School in New Jersey.
After the game, Culuko's father would
sit down with his two sons and discuss
that evening's game.
"He would tell us what we did right
and what we did wrong, and what we
could do better the next time," Culuko
said. "He always pushed us to be the
best."
While the jumper has always been
the constant in Culuko's game, his
defense was something both he and
Driesell knew he needed to step up a
notch to succeed at the Division I
level.
"I worked on my defense a lot this
summer by running and jumping
rope," Culuko said. "You've got to
want to play defense if you want to be
good.
"I don't have the greatest foot
speed in the world so I have to make
up for that with my intensity. You've
got to have it in your heart"

■ ™ ■
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On June 28,1855 in Oxford, Ohio, seven aittbitious men came up with
a rather special idea... Sigma Chi. Since that day we have grown and
expanded without losing sight of the high Ideals ott which Sigma Chi
was founded: Friendship, justice, and Learning.
Each Pledge may bHng his own set of tcmDerfi|ents, talents, and
convictions into the ring. Genuine friendships are bonded through
Sigma Chi by sn^^aconuwrn belief in art ideal, without
surrendering the pf inciple of individuality or Sacrificing personal
judgement. Our brothers learn this; ari3 these Wertdships last forever.
The General Fraternity seeks to commiiicate the proud traditionin
college programs and develop close coooeration between Sigma Chi
membership and college officials, racuMyi and organizations while
providing a helping hand for achieving our dreams in the years to
follow... If only the seven rotmdlseould see us now!

liFGoodrich
C/>

Automotive Services
performed by
Profession* Mechanics:
WMf II M.IGMSNT
MtANCMC
1MCOMCEHIIMCN'

MUMS

SMOCKS

WiLIB

£V£!

WHftlS

IIMUTS

LONG MILEAGE
FUR SAVWG RADIALS

■MI JOINTS
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BLUE RID6E TIRE, INC.
SlKvma THt tut* S/Ntt I9J0

$AVE ON TIRES

434-5935
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The Best Gift
To Give This Year
Requires
Very Little Wrapping

Blood, ilu- Buti (,in oi AH.

+

American Red Cross
.*■■« a*i*-»Ji

Golden .opportunities
are made of silver.
Golden nursing opportunities
come with the silver Air Force emblem.
Indeed, the Air Force shapes a sophisti
cated medical environment that helps you
learn, advances your education and develops your professionalism to a higher
standard. Discover travel, excitement...
and the respect you'll know serving your
country as an Air Force
officer. See why so many
outstanding nursing professionals choose to wear
the silver emblem of the
Air Force nurse. Bachelor's degree required.

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TO IJ. FREE
804-276-0459

If you're not used to
car trouble like this,
let's talk.

Seniors and graduate students with good
driving records often get stuck paying the
same car insurance rates as less experienced
drivers. But, if you're the kind of driver who obeys the
speed limit and brakes for yellow lights, we think it's time
someone rewarded you. So we've designed a car insurance
policy that's everything you deserve.
This select coverage has very reasonable rates—even for
students. In fact, in a recent survey, new GEICO policyholders reported an average annual savings of over 15^.
What's more, the 2 million drivers we insure give us high
marks for exceptional service. GEICO is the only major insurance company with 24-hour service, seven days a week.
You speak directly to a professional every time you phone.

And since we're "on call" day and night, our
experts can answer your questions or begin
processing a claim immediately.
The policy itself is among the finest. Our reputation rests
on over .50 years of experience providing coverage you can
be sure of. at prices you can afford.
So when you're ready to make the most of a clean driving
record, why not turn yourself in to the proper authorities?
Call 1-800-841-3000.

AUTO
INSURANCE.
Cost Comparison ll)# 1441

4llri liKKO .ilhlulr .il NilHIthH
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Win
CONTINUED from page 23

Overtime

JMU (56)

"When they tied it up, a lot of teams would have
folded," Driesell said. "I think it's a good sign for us
to come back and win going away."
JMU point guard Bryan Edwards, normally the
Dukes go-to player during crunch time, scored only
one second-half point and had eight for the game.
After struggling in the first half, W&M's 6-foot-8,
255-pound center Scott Smith came alive on the
inside in the second half. The senior knocked in eight
second-half points to lead the Tribe attack. Smith
was followed in scoring for W&M by Roberts' nine
and Ben Blocker with eight, all in the second half.
The Tribe did not respond well to the Dukes fullcourt press that caused nine turnovers in the first
half. JMU held W&M scoreless for a four minute
stretch at one point in the first half and went on an
11-0 run to give the Dukes an 18-9 lead.
Chambers sat down for a few minutes in the first
half after having his toe stepped on and William &
Mary regrouped to close the lead to 30-23 at the half.
Roberts, W&M's leading scorer, averaging 16.5
points per game, was limited to just two points in the
second half.
The Dukes will put their seven game winning
streak on the line Saturday night when they host
American University. The Eagles are only 4-10 on
the year but have a 3-1 record in the CAA.
Leading scorers for AU are junior guard Brian
Gilgeious, 18.7 points per game, and junior forward
Craig Sedmak, 15.2 points and 9.5 rebounds per
game. Tipoff at the Convo is slated for 7:30 p.m.

CONTINUED from page 23

mln
Edwards 37
Culuko 37
Chambers 38
Bostic
33
Carter
23
Davis
20
Riller
8
Venson 4

ft
m-a
3-6
5-11
5-11
4-11
2-9
3-7
1-2
0-0

ft
m-a
1-2
3-4
1-1
1-2
0-0
0-1
1-2
0-0

reb
o-t
1-1
0-3
3-12
8-16
1-2
1-5
0-0
0-0

Tools

23-57

7-12

15-41 13

240

0

I*
2
2
2
1
0
4
1
1

8
15
11
9
4
6
3
0

13

56

Percentages: FG—.40.4. FT—58.3.3-point goals—3-11,
27.3 (Edwards 1-2. Culuko 2-7, Davis 0-1, Bostic 0-1).
William & Mary (47)
f|
mln m-a
Blocker 32
4-5
Roberts 35
4-10
Small
16
1-5
Smith
33
6-19
Cox
32
3-7
Peters
31
2-7
Cauthom 14
1-4
Wakefield 7
0-1

It
m-a
0-0
0-0
1-2
0-0
0-0
0-0
2-2
0-0

reb
o-t
1-6
1-11
0-0
3-7
1-3
1-2
2-3
1-1

a
0
2
2
2
0
0
0
0

Pf
1
2
2
2
3
4
0
1

»P
8
9
4
12
6
4
4
0

Totals

3-4

11-34 6

15

47

240

21-58

Percentages: FG—362. FT—.75. 3-point goals—2-6, .333
(Cox 0-1, Small 1-2, Blocker 0-1, Roberts 1-2).

JMU
W&M

30
23

26
24

—
—

56
47

A: 5.219. Officials: Men, McAulay, Samford.

regulation.
"We're definitely pressing on the offensive end of
the court," Moorman said. 'They're putting forth a
lot of energy, it's just not coming very easy to them
right now."
The Dukes improved to 9-4 and 3-1 in the
conference while the Tribe fell to 1-13 and 0-6 in
CAA play.
W&M has now lost four of their last five games
by five points or less.
Coming into the season, Moorman felt that the
CAA would be competitive from top to bouom and
her sentiments have proven to be true.
"This is typical of the CAA this year. It's a gutbuster every night."
The Dukes next contest is Saturday night, when
they travel to American University.

Sportstip?
Call Greg
or Lynne,
x6127.

Sportstip?

WmmmGEOFSTUDEMRENTALUNm
CWSESTT0JMU
The only 5 BR furnished apts. on S. Main St.
(5 minute walk to campus)

* 3 and 4 BR Furnished Units also
available (5 minute walk to campus)
* 4 BR Unfurnished Unit with fireplace
$150/BR (10 minute walk to campus)
* 4 BR Homes ($165/BR)
AU units personally managed by owner. Fifteen years of experience servicing
student rental units. Forfurther information, call 434-3509. 8a.rn.-10p.rn.

———-
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catalogue and
brand-name
clothing

for men & women
at naif the
regular price

*Vee'*?)ace

*

RARR-EE STATION

* Don't Miss
Wl A Touchdown!

HUGE END-OF-THE-YEAR SALE
EXTENDID THROUGH JANUARY!

Almost everything in the store
25°/b-75°/<> OFF the Barr-EE Price,
which is already 50% Off the Regular Price!
Winter Coats
Famous Maker Men's Twill Pants
Wool Pants
Silk & Velour Pants
All other Pants and Jeans
Turtlenecks
Flannel Pajamas
Gloves. Scarves, Mukluks
Selected Knit Shirts
Men's Flannel, Chamois &
Corduroy Shirts
Long-Sleeved Dresses
Two-piece Top/Skirt Sets
Everything Else in the Store*

Stay home
& Let Yee's
Deliver to
Yooooou!

50% off

50% Off
Off
25% Off
75% Off
50%
°ff
75% Off
50% Off
50% Off
50%

Hours:
Mon-Thurs 11:30am-11pm
Fri-Satll:30am-12am
Sun 12noon-10pm

50% Off
50% Off
50% Off
25% OFF

434-3003 .

•except for resortwear, new spring Items, swimwear - not on sale

SALE ENDS FEBRUARY 2...Visit today while selection is still good!
THIS IS A REAL SALE! DON'T MISS ITI

1588 S. Main St.

HARRISONBURG • 1790 E. Market Street
Next to Kroger • 432-0289

.

</

CHA-CHING!

n

Live at a place where the management
*
+i~ pities.

fOT

CROSSING

Apartment Community
THERE'S ALWAYS MORE TO DO AT ASHBY CROSSING, WHEN IT COMES TO
ACTIVITIES AND FUN. OUR PROFESSIONAL ON-SITE MANAGEMENT IS COINS
ALL-OUT TO THROW EVERYTHING FROM SUPER BOWL TO TAILCATE
PARTIES, AND MORE. ITS NO WONDER THE WORD IS OUT

• The Best Living Is Here, At Ashby Crossing.
1235-F Devon Lane, Harrisonburg, Virginia • Telephone 432-1001
Mon.- Fit 9 A.M. to 5P.M. • Sat. 10 AM. to 5 P.M.

f£>
_~

Professionally managed by Snyder Hunt

_■
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THE FAR SIDE/Gary Larson

CLASSIC CALVIN & HOBBES/BiU Watterson
1NE ONtf «3T ONt SHEET
OF PNPEfc.

W.H0BBB ABE *U READING
WAT 8C0K I GA.VC VQj?

WOJU) *X) MIND VOTING
IT \N TVG PASES TOR ME.
BN TOMORROW MORNING'

"I don't have any hard evidence, Connie — but my
intuition tells me that Ed's been cross-pollinating."

ARE. SCM PLANNING
TO Pv)T ME TO
<NORK \N A CANNEBS
FORWrOJRSA.
DM VWEN I
T\JRN SE.'iEH?

tXJ'RE NOT JUST ] GOOD UEMNS,
FATTEHWGME.
CAWIN! NUO
UPTOEATME, IMAU.THESE
NJE.NQ0?
A WttCOUWS
IDEAS IN

TUWS RIGHT
RIDICULOUS IDEAS"
SWEOUED

OH.SJRE,
10} THINK
NOORMOMS
GOING TO

mLJWP

"Hey! Hey! Hey!... Who's the wiseguy that
just turned down the thermostat?"

TREVOR THE TREE FROG/Bob Woodington
IMTfcgftTEb N 0* AtVJ

bS 6r \>

|f£ofU„

jOOfJQS <-|K* ^.'fi MAKtJ
A $ttAT UftAVfcftSir&

•^•h

■mutttAt
kXDCA

Ml

F©«
AH AU-

»■•.
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Time is Running Out!
Each fully furnished 4 bedroom
apartment comes with:
Double bed in each bedroom
Spacious bathroom w/ full length mirror
Stain resistant wall to wall carpet
Patio or balcony
Built-in microwave oven
Garbage disposal
Free sewer & water
Full time maintenance
Full size washer and dryer
in each unit
FREE CABLE hook-ups
in each bedroom &
one in the living room
Office Hours
5 telephone hook-ups
Mon.-Fri.- 9-5
one in each bedroom &
Sat. -10-5
one in the living room
Sill!.- By Appointment Only

The Commons
Apartments are
renting fast...
Call The
Commons
today at
432-0600 and
get off campus
this fall!
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TORRENT
tllMh, WO. DW, OMI nor*, waft 10 JMU.
Jorrw.432-o52«.
Olde MM Apt. - $135/mo , lemaie Call
Debbie, (703) 256-9452

1 Bedroom Apt.
(Nawlsh)
Qutot, salt neighborhood.
AWockstoJMU
on DutohmNI Court
Short IMM available.
No partita.
$315/mo.
434-2100
28*, 291, 293 Campbell St wi be available
Jun 1.S2-May SI.*). CM 433-6047. 4 BR
each Uaualtymrxed lor 4 student tntnds
1 Female ItftJ NNM lo rent brand
new 4 BR lownhouM lor tpring semester
CM 432-9349
Re
»Needed tor 2 BR Hunlert Ridge
apt. In tall. Female non-smokers only. If
inrntooierj, cal x4S68, have miasag*
4 M Forty Furniehed Unt - Avaesbb) Aug,
* Cal 432-0600

FALL RENTALS
THE ONLY 5 BR CONDOS
ON MAIN STREET
5-MINUTE WALK FROM
CAMPUS
ALL UMTS FURNISHED
3 & 4 BR units also available

434-3509
8 AM-10 PM
IIR House, N.H Year - W/D. partially
lunWud 234017
I M Ttwnheuse - Full W/D, pool,
tatted University Coun Laaaa Aug. 4332221

FORSALE
Cheapl FaWUS Seized - '89 Mercedes,
1200. St VW. $50. W Merced**. $100. «
Muilang. $50 Chooia Irani thousands
starting $25 24-hour recording reveals
detail*. (801) 378-292$. Copyright
aVAIIKX.
Mln)a ttOR - MM cono*on. kept indoors,
6,500 tri. Stumpjumpv Comp, ridden 10 mi.
Brand new, must sacrifice Can Chri*, 433
6347.
Minolta X700, leiephoto zoom, flash, Ike
raw, $365.432-2303
English BulMeg - 20 mo*., mala Mud,
loving, IrienrJy. 432-2303
Mountain Ike
Lynne.

Uka naw, must ad. X5308,

Sorry Stereo - 3 components, excellent
contton, good price. Cal 584-1937.

HELPWANTED
Fast FundrsWng Program - Fraternities.
aorortaaa, atudant dubs. Earn up to $1.000 in
1 weak Rut receive a $1,000 bonus
your**!. And a tree watch just for calling
(800) 932-0526, Ea 68
Alaska Summer Empteyment - Fisheries
Earn $6,0<XWmo. Free transportation! Room
A boar* Over 8,000 openings No experience
necessary Male or female. For employment
program, cal Student Employment Services
at (206) 5454155, Ext 219.
140,000/Yrl Road tssks A TV scripts Fill
out simple IkaMonl ft*" form. Easy! Fun,
relaxing ai homa, beach, vacation*.
Guaranteed paycheck. 24-hour recording.
(801) 37*2925. Copyright *VA11KEB.
We Are Looking Frx a Few Good

SUPERVISORS

1, 2, J. 4 IR Apt*. A 2 Houaea lor rani.
Cbeo lo JMU. Spring A next year leases Call
43W156, leave maaaage A me you can be

Dtaoount Leaaea AvaMatHa Now For
1962-190)3 Term
4 BR. tuty fumtehed (W/D included)
Ideal location artthki btoeka of JMU
Groups o»4or5
For more Information, pleaae cam
432-6541
Summer Sublet - University Court
townhouse. M/F, privale BR. fuM HID, pood
$200/mo , ions of living A close! space
l cal Dan H. at 433-1863.
5 •*, 3-1/2 kwtht pool, WO, DW Unrversity
Court 433-2126
bit. Via* Drive Townhouse . 5 BR,
furnished, waking diaunca, $175/mo.. 1 yr.
■Mat (8792*93). W/D. (703) 4604008

Candidaiee must have pool
operator* license, at least one year
of management experience A one
year of Ifaguard experience.
Top pay, good bonus.

Call
Nova Pool Service, Inc.
Today A Schodula An
Interview

Summer Internships - Average earning*
$4,000. University Directories, the nation's
largest publisher of campu* telephone
directories, hires over 250 college students
lor their summer saw* program. Top earning*
$5,00048.000. Gain valuable experience in
advertising, sales A public relations selling
yellow page advertising for your campus
telephone directory Positions alto available
in other university markets. Expense paid
training program in Chapel HI. NC. Looking
lor enthusiastic, goal-oriented students for
challenging, well-paying summer job.
kiternahipa may be available. Interviews on
campus Wed., Feb. 5. Sign up at 1206
Sooner Haft
Someone T* Can For English tutldog Your home, 2 weak*. 432-2303
Chlldeare - Wonderful 8 month-old boy
seeks part-time bebysiter Call hi* mom at
4343781.

Nurse Schelarshipe - Freshman A
sophomore nursing students, cash in on good
grades. Apply now for Army ROTC
tcholarsrsps, X6264.
Study Abroad In Australia - Hormation on
semester, year, graduate, summer A
internship programs in Perth, Townsvile,
Sydney A Melbourne. Programs start at
$3,520 Cal (800) 878-3696
Karate For Men A Women - Cits* size
limited, 2 free classes per person. Mon. A
Wed, 7-9:30 pm. Wrestling Room, Godwin
Hall. Head Instructor - Jim Cotfman, 5th
Degree Black Be* Cal 434-8824
Scholarship Opportunities - Freshman A
sophomores, cash in on good grades Apply
now for Army ROTC schoarshps, x6264.
Karate - Beginners classes now forming 77:45 pm, Mon A Wed, Godwin Hall Wrestling
Room. Space kmted Call 434-8824 lor more
Mo.

SPRING BREAK
A ■shames Party Cruise - 6 days, hotel A
meals, $2791 Panama City, $99, Padre, $199,
Cancun, $499. Jamaica. $3991 Katharine.
433-3356 or Spring Break Travel, (800) 638
6786.
Jamaica, Cancun From $429, Panama City
Beech from $119. Earn cash A tree travel by
organeing groups! Cal STS, (800) 648-4849
tordetati
You've Only Oat 1 Week To Live! Do it
right! Spring break in Jamaica, Bahamas,
Cancun, Margarita from $3691 Hotel, air.
tranafers, hot part**! CM Sun Splash Tours.
(800)426-7710.

PERSONALS

Attention 2TA Pledgee - Cucumbers are
onsaMatSuperfreshl

- "Food From Home" or Flex can be
used at Gibbons Dining Hall A other Food
Service bettor* Why not take me to dinner'
John.

TKE Rush Starts Next Week - Super Bowl
party Sunday night.

SENIORS
Get Ready For
"02 Days To Of aduation" Party
WHh "Fuel StopFob. 3,1902
PC Ballroom 8 pm until ?
$5 at door, $4 in advance
Tickets Available In UPB Office

Rush AKA - Rise above the rent For rush
information, contact Eric Was or Tim Craan,
434-5232.

A Writer?

ChrysstS Literary A Art Magazine
Is Taking Poetry A Art Submratione
Tomorrow, Jan. 24
DukeM227
10am-5em

Anne Carter - Congratulations on becoming
a Setter of AXOI Love, Jackie

(Comer Of Mason A Cant roll)

God's Law va Our Desire
Rev. Rick Hill Leading
11am

AEA congratulates their Sisters who
received X» ejQQssjjesJ

TKE Formal Smoker Tonight -Attendance
mandatory to attain TK E bid

To Whom It May Concern - Themis is

Art You An Artist?
A Writer?

Denl Ut The Opportunity Of A Lifetime
pass you by! Rush AXP& find out the true
meaning of excellence For more info, call
Mai,xSt96orAndyx5395

Chrysatis Literary A Art Magazine
h) Taking Poetry A Art Submissions
Tomorrow, Jan. 24
DuktM227
10im-5pm

IN Flesh, Denny, Doogie, Tom, Rob Your edopted Big Sis loves you! Have a
la ma soc semester!

IKA - What a blast! Thanks lor a rockin
party! Love, AO>.

WOMEN'S SOFTBALL
INFORMATION
MEETING
TUES., JAN. 28
7PM
GODWIN 205
Rush TKE - Where eke are you going to
9«?
John - Did you know that you could buy a
meal plan from Food Services A pay for it on
a monthly basis? Sue.
Rush AXP - Ism I Rush AXP about time
Rush AXP you joined Rush AXP a Iratemrty
Rush AXP. Question*? Cal Mai at xS698 or
AndyatxSSBS.
IN Rodney -We know youi do 1 great pb!
IX - Thanks for the great time constructing
Saturday! Love, AXO
AZA - Congratulations to all our Sisters
who received HIE recognition!
Interested In Knowing Mora

About tht DEATH PENALTY?
Come to an open lorum-panet discussion

IIKO - We'l party at your hotel anytimel
Loved Saturday! AIA.

Greeks - We have jewelry in stock. Greek 8
Thee, 43W71B.

At
The Wesley Foundation

John - Thanks for the-FT Mug! What a buy
at only 81 251 Sue

AUvfngChlldlt»P1w»lelanswifewiShlo
adopt an infant or twins. Cal cosset. Juke A
Ray, (202) 364-2428.

Naomi Wolf
(Author Of Tht BeaufrMvth,
Follow-Up Discussion
TODAY
7 pm In The Valley Room
EVERYONE WELCOME!

Protestant Worship

IN Chris, Squirrel, Paul, Eric, Bob - Your
Big Sis love* you! Good kick the semesterf

Mon., Jan. 27
7pm
Qrafton-StovaH

IN Sporto A Erica - Congratulation* on
yourbkM
Fsuad - Walkman in Room A of the Mod*
Resource* area of the aorary Call Steve,
4330W7»idenafy

DJ - Good luck was Ruahl Love, Cookie.

=j

Jen Taylor - I miss you Littles Sal Hope
you're having an awesome weak! Good kick
A congratulations! Love, Michst*.

Are You An Artist?
Counselor* for residents! summer program
at UV*. for grrted studtrts JUT. 28 - Aug 8,
-92. Room 260 Ruftnar Hal or cal (804) 9243182.

Hauaa-3Bfl,2blockilromJMU AvaiaNe
tat 433*126
4 IR Tewnheuee - Fully furniihad,
immaculaia condition. Available Jut. 1.*2.
841 Vaage Uratforraat Has area. $90O/rno.
.USSee (301)972-5542

Making A Decision about an unplanned
pregnancy won! be easy First, grva yoursal
a Hit la* Look at al your opeont bom al
the angles. Weigh tht pros A com caiBfuty.
Above all, be honest with yourself
Rejmember, the beet choice it tit one thers
right lor you. We otter family planning,
countehng A first tntM*ter abortion ssrvicss
becauet we bettv* a woman should have a
M range of option* avaasba) to her Cal us i
we can help, confidentially, ol course.
Hagerttown Reproductive Services,
Hagerstown, Maryland. (301) 733-2400,
coksqea** accepted

Fa TTw* Coining Season!

(703)866-0191
4 IR, 2 lath Cende - University Placa,
W'D, ranga, 0W, microwave, ralrigaralor,
turttted Available Aug. 1. 72. Cad cosset
aaar 6 pm. (703) 584-2277.

SERVICES

Sims2- You're the best! Welcome lo AXQI
Congratuiationsl Love, Simsl
I - What a Rush! Billiards Tourney
tomghlM0pm, Game Room
KAI

Congrats to AO> new initiated Sisters. You
deserveitl
Are You An Artist?

A Writer?
Chryealie Literary A Art Magazine
Is Taking Poetry A Art Submissions
Tomorrow, Jan. 24
DuktbC27
10 am-8 pa

TKE Formal Smoker Tonight - Attendance
mandatory to attain TK E bid.
Submit! Alastor Aspires, JMU's newest
literary journal, seeks prose A poetry Irom
you Send writings to PO Box 4177 by Jan
31. Please include your PO Box. Limns 10
submesons. 1,500 words/piece.

PLAYERS
Thursday
Ladies Night
18AOW Admitted
DJ A Dancing 9-2
Top 40 A Dance Music

■'

PLAYERS
Friday
Ck* Night
ISACverAdmintd
DJ-Waller Jackson
Al Club Music 10-3

PLAYERS
NEW
Saturday
Introducing Players
LADIES NIGHT I
All Ladies With JMU ID
FREE
Men With JMU ID Save $1
ISACverAdmintd
DJ A Dancing 9-2
Top 40 A Dance Music
Hamsonburg'* Onfy 18 A Over Club

IV

TKE Formal Smoker Tonight - Attendance
mandatory to attain TKE bed
Alpha Kappa Lambde Rueh - We're
buiding hisloryl For Rush information, contact
Enc Wee or Tim Craan, 434-5232.
Kappa Delta Rho - 1215 S. Main: the
Iratemrty of the 90s.

Become A Part Of A
New Tradition!

Commuter - Meet me at Gobons Dining
Hall The food a good A there's lots of t
TKE Rush 9tarts Next Week - Super Bowl
party Sunday night
Ruah AXP -The most ski led pane** on the
Row wan you to try out Rush AXP A see
tie world through our eye*
Reduce-Reuse-Recycle - fr Mugs $1.25
unman. 311

RUSH ZAE
Neir X* Sweetheart Pledges
Congratulalona on your bids! Hope you have
a great semester ol pledging! XO)
Sweethearts.
BasketbaM 1-en-l. sign up deaden* 12:00,
Jan. 28, Godwin 213

J
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Do it with
DominoVthis
Semester
NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
DOMINO'S
How You Like Pizza at Home.

m

433-3111

433-2300
JMU/Downtown

Valley Mall/Port Republic Rd.

PIZZA PANIC

PIZZA FOR TWO!

Get a medium pizza with one topping
and 2 Free Coca-Colas. Extra
toppings available.

$6.99
«

expires 1-31-92

' "H!?"'"" ■P*—.—'

QE

LUNCH/LATE
NIGHT SAVINGS
Get a medium pizza with one of
your favorite toppings for only

$8.99

s

expires 1-31-92

LT£^:J

■■i i«IIHD»Wii»)ti>i»«l<i>lniW

PAN PIZZA DEAL

SUPER SAVINGS

Buy any pan pizza with 2
toppings. Get a second for
$3.99 more.

Save $2.00 off any pizza
with 2 or more toppings.

$6.99

$2.0<F

$4.99

expires 1-31-92

expires 1-31-92

w7.ci1111.11 in in i« ■

Get a large pizza with one topping and
4 Free Coca-Colas. Extra toppings
available.

Get a medium pizza with 3
toppings and 2 Free Coca-Colas.

$7.99

expires 1-31-92

«*"■■■■ i •' ■'"■■"*"

HUNGER
FIGHTER PLUS!

s-;;™:

Hi ii n«.,^ib«<.

i

expires 1-31-92
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